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DEUTERONOMY, CHAPTER 1
And I charged your Judges at that time, Saying, 
Hear the causes between your brethren, 
and judge righteously between every man and his brother, 
and the stranger that is with him.
Ye shall not respect persons in judgement; 
but ye shall hear the small as well as the great; 
ye shall not be afraid of the face of man; 
for the judgement is God’s: and the cause that is too hard for you, 
bring it unto me, and I will hear it.
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100.5 A Judge or Candidate for Elective Judicial Office Shall Refrain From Inappropriate
Political Activity

(3) personally soliciting funds in connection with a partisan political purpose, or personally selling
tickets to or promoting a fund-raising activity of a political candidate, political party, or partisan political club; or

(4) political conduct prohibited by section 25.39 of the Rules of the Chief Judge (22 NYCRR 25.39).
Cross References

Election Law, see McKinney’s Book 17
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“May you live in 
interesting times”

How often have you
heard the quote
“may you live in

interesting times”?  No
one could possibly debate
the veracity of that idiom
in our current political
and social climate.  Is it a

curse or a blessing?  In researching the origin of
the phrase, I found it included in a reference to
a speech given by the junior U.S. Senator from
New York, Robert F. Kennedy, on June 6, 1966
at a university in Cape Town, South Africa.
“Like it or not we live in interesting times.  They are
times of danger and uncertainty; but they are also
the most creative of any time in the history of
mankind.  Everyone here will ultimately be judged
– and will ultimately judge himself – on the effort
he has contributed to building a new world society
and the extent to which his ideals and goals have
shaped that effort.”

In his speech Senator Kennedy discussed the
“four dangers” which could obstruct the goals of
civil rights, equality and justice.

       1. The first is futility – “the belief that there is
nothing one man or one woman can do against
the enormous array of the world’s ills…yet
many of the world’s great movements, of
thought and action, have flowed from the
work of a single person.”

       2. The second danger is expediency – “that
hopes and beliefs must bend before immediate
necessities.”

       3. The third danger is timidity – “moral
courage is a rarer commodity than bravery
in battle or great intelligence. Yet it is the
one essential, vital quality for those who
seek to change the world which yields most
painfully to change.”

       4. The fourth and final danger is comfort –
“the temptation to follow the easy and 
familiar path of personal ambition and 
financial success so grandly spread before
those who have the privilege of an education…
comfort is not the road that history has
marked out for us”. 

Although the focus of Senator Kennedy’s speech
may have been apartheid, the dangers he warned
of are relevant to the work we do today in our
courts.While we deal with issues such as 
counsel at arraignment, a possible constitutional
convention, “raise the age” legislation – all in 
a difficult political environment – we need to
support each other to avoid falling victim to the
“dangers” previously mentioned.  No one does
this job alone.  

This year in my travels around the state I have
had the opportunity to meet some amazing 
people in our county associations. When you 
encounter people whose values meld with action
to manifest what it means to be a true public 
servant, it is inspiring. Meeting with other
judges in your local area on a regular basis to 
discuss issues and share ideas can be an invaluable
benefit. Fostering that mutual support is critical
for us all to succeed both in and out of the 
courtroom. Our county meetings are a place to
discuss issues, attend training and network.

As I write this, the Conference Committee and
Judicial Training and Education Committees are
hard at work finalizing plans for the NYSMA
annual conference.  It will be held October 15-18
at Turning Stone in Verona.  The conference is
a special event and a rare opportunity to learn
from the best instructors, ask questions, and
share with the only people who truly understand
the challenges we face every day. I would 
recommend that every judge attend the conference
if they can.  That sense of camaraderie and the
chance to learn from the best instructors and 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hon. 
Sherry R. Davenport
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interact with colleagues is something that you
just don’t get from a video or on-line training.
Scholarships are available! Please check the
NYSMA website and the magazine for an 
application and further information.    

In the words of Senator Robert Kennedy:  “It is
from numberless diverse acts of courage and 
belief that human history is shaped.  Each time
a man stands up for an ideal or acts to improve
the lot of others or strikes out against injustice.
He sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing
each other from a million different centers of 
energy and daring, those ripples build a current
that can sweep down the mightiest wall of 
oppression and resistance.” 

We do indeed live in interesting times.   Again.

As some of you may be aware, in 2015 the 
New York State Magistrate’s Association instituted
a program that would provide a limited number
of “scholarships” to members of our association
who have been financially unable to attend 
our annual conference.  In the first year of the
scholarship’s availability we did not receive any
applications. This past year, four town Justices
were selected and attended the fall conference
that was held in Lake Placid.  Feedback from
these attendees indicated that the experience
was invaluable for their training and in their
networking and collegial interaction.  

This year we are seeking a new round of 
applications from members of our Association
to encourage Judges who need financial 
assistance to attend our annual meeting, to
apply for a grant through this Association 
scholarship initiative. The Association has 
budgeted four, $500 grants that will be made
available to members through an application
process that is published in this issue of 
the Magistrate.

The Board would like to encourage all 
Association members to attend this year’s 
annual conference that will be held at the 
Turning Stone Resort in Verona, New York
from October 15 to the 18, 2017.  The Board
would also request that Association members
circulate this information among your judicial
colleagues and ask qualified individuals to 
consider applying for one of the available grants.

See application on page 29.

Attention Judge/Golfers! In anticipation
of the 2017 NYSMA convention, let’s start
thinking “Golf” and taking advantage of the
truly excellent golfing facilties offered at 
our 2017 NYSMA convention venue. Turning
Stone is the home to five outstanding golfing
experiences. Three of the courses (Shenedoah,
Kaluhyat and Atunyote) are 18 hole facilities
and two (Pleasant Knolls and Sandstone 
Hollow) are nine hole executive courses. If
you haven’t packed your golf clubs as part of
your luggage in years past, now’s the time!
I’ve contacted the Pro Shop at Turning Stone
and all five courses plan on being open 
during our convention, weather permitting.
If you have an interest in playing you can call
the Pro Shop directly at: (315) 361-8072 or
contact me and I’ll endeavor to gather players
together for foursomes. I can be reached
at: anthony@lavallelaw.com and cell phone
(315) 436-8403.

Hope to see you then!

Hon. Anthony C. LaValle, 
Village of Liverpool Judge
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Executive Committee Highlights

Highlights of the June 3, 2017 Executive
Committee Meeting held at the Doubletree
Hotel, Tarrytown are presented for your

information.

President Sherry R. Davenport welcomed all members
to the meeting site. She noted her numerous County
Magistrates Association visits. A moment of silence
was held for Honorable Donald “Dutch” Magill
who recently passed away. 

Discussion was held on the numerous Committee
reports. 

Discussion was held regarding the upcoming 
Proposed Constitutional Convention. Judge Bogle
moved for NYSMA to oppose the referendum. An
ad hoc committee was formed to research marketing
our opposition. Judge Sheeran moved to amend our
budget to allow an initial $50,000.00 to be added
to a new line item for this opposition stance. 

Hon. Michael Petucci presented a brief report on
the update and enhancement to our website. Judge
Dias moved to expand the Website Committee 
to include Judges Graber, Kozyra, Keppler, Karl 
and Davenport.

The next Executive Committee meeting will be
held at the annual conference on October 15, 2017
at the Turning Stone Resort in Verona, NY.

Also see page 16 
State of New York Legislative Resolution

Mourning the death of the Honorable Donald Ray Magill

Shown in Photo (left to right) 
Hon. Robert Bogle, Hon. Tanja Sirago, Pat Magill,
Senator Akshar & Hon. Dennis Quinn
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The Making of a Magistrate Submitted By Vera L. Hustead, Director, NYSMA, Town of Ripley

In the spring of 1995, I was approached by a
man at my daughter’s softball practice. He
knew of my work as a legal advocate and

asked me if I would be interested in running 
for the Town Justice position vacated with the
passing of one of our Town Justices. This man,
a sheriff’s deputy, was familiar with my work on
the other side of the bench with victims of rape,
sexual assault or domestic violence. It was at 
this time that legislation was changing in regard
to domestic violence laws. 

I have loved the law since I began reading about
it in third grade when I was first introduced to
the United States Constitution. As a young girl,
I read everything I could about it. My father
passed away when I was fifteen and family 
responsibilities never afforded me the opportunity
to attend law school.  That didn’t stop me from
learning as much as I could about it. 

As a young mother, I started volunteering at The
Soldiers and Sailors Home in Erie, Pennsylvania
with our church. This was my first introduction
in 1976 to the world of advocacy and lobbying
for changes in the living conditions of our veterans.
In 1986 when I moved back to New York, I began
volunteering for a United Way agency that
worked with victims of rape and battery. That is
what domestic violence was called back then.
Through this work, I saw the needs in our 
communities for help navigating the legal system.
It also taught me how very important it is for the
people who come before us to fully understand
what is going on in the courtroom in regard to
their particular case. I continued working with
that agency up until 1994 when the funding for
the various agencies in Chautauqua County was
cut and our agency was absorbed by another
doing the same work.

When I was asked about the Town Justice position,
I was ready to move on to a new volunteer 
position. So, after discussing the idea of becoming

a town justice with my children and doing some
research on the role, I decided to put my name
in to the Town Board for consideration. It was
important to me that my family fully understood
the sacrifices that would be necessary to do the
job. We are all familiar with the middle of the
night calls, the interrupted holiday dinners,
strangers knocking on our doors to discuss a
ticket they received and the town comments we
are not ethically allowed to respond to. I very
often think it is not just we who are affected by
the position; it affects all of our families too. I
was appointed to the position in March of 1995
and sworn in the middle of April 1995. I would
have to run for office in November of that year.
When I first decided to become a town justice, I
thought it was a volunteer position in our town.
After I was appointed, I found out it was a paid
position. So I thought, well that’s okay too.
Those of us who have done the job for many
years have come to realize it really is both. 

It was my eagerness to learn everything about
my new town justice position and a dedication
to the people in the town who put their trust in
me, which caused me to attend my first New
York State Magistrates Annual Conference in
the fall of 1995. When I told my co-judge I was
considering going, he told me not to go, it was a
waste of time and money. I told him “I want to
learn everything I can and do the job correctly.”
The conference was where the classes are. I had
not been elected yet. That I hoped would happen
in November of that year. 

I remember being very nervous as anyone would
be going someplace for the first time. I drove
myself, not knowing for sure what the conference
would be like. I remember walking around the
hotel making sure I knew where I needed to be
the next morning for class. I didn’t know anyone
here. I didn’t see anyone from my county. I
found myself gravitating to the meetings where 

Continued on page 6
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all the women were. It took me a few moments
to realize I was in the Court Clerks training. I
had to force myself to walk into the meeting
rooms where the men were. Back then, those
were the judicial training classes. I was excited
to see Judge Kathy Gruele from Seneca County
whom I had met at my Taking the Bench training
in Syracuse. We sat in awe of our instructors,
Judge Elliot, Judge Morris and Judge Holmes at
our first classes. Judge Gruele introduced me to
people from her county and welcomed me at
their table for dinner. Judge Dean and his wife
Shirley and Joyce Mahoney made me feel right
at home. Eventually I was adopted by Seneca
County and as the years passed they became my
very dear friends. We shared wonderful court
stories and discussed our decisions and new 
legislation over dinner. They were the first judges
I felt comfortable confiding in. We discussed our
triumphs and tragedies as Town and Village 
justices. “What would you do?”  “What should I
have done?” “This is what I did.” All the time I
was absorbing these judges’ many years of 
experience. Our special guest speakers at the 
Annual Banquet respect and recognize the work
we do everyday in our courtrooms. They inspire
us to be fair and just to all who come before us.

I return home after every conference rejuvenated
and ready to put the things I learned to work 
in my courtroom. New legislation, DWI, Judicial
Ethics and Vehicle and Traffic Updates are
classes available at the conference every year.
There is always something new to learn. The
discussions and questions bring other points to
view. I leave the conference empowered to make
the right decisions.

During my first ten years as a Town Justice, I
began to get more involved in our Chautauqua
County Magistrates Association. First just 
attending the monthly meetings, and then 
becoming an officer. These meetings introduce
you to the years of experience and knowledge
available at your local level. These are the Judges
in your county who will be right there for you
when you need them. I believe the strength of
the State Association is built on the attendance
and diversity of the County Associations. As I

said earlier, I didn’t know anyone from my
county when I first started going to the conference.
Every year I would write a report about my 
attendance at the conference and present it at
one of our County Association meetings. I talked
about the classes available that year. The keynote
speaker and any new legislation I had learned
about. Every year I encouraged our county 
members to attend. I am so proud to say I 
don’t have to give a report any longer because
Chautauqua County has a very strong attendance
now. It is always nice to see them there. 

As the years went by, I recognized the names
and faces of the judges who attend the conference
every year. I met judges from every corner of
New York State. I became comfortable discussing
my court with them and asking questions. I was
still a little nervous and to be honest, a little 
intimidated by the great ones. I am talking about
Judge Salisbury. I wanted to be as good a judge as
he was and I knew the way to do that was attend
every educational opportunity I was given. 

I live in a small one stop light town that has the
New York State Thruway and a few State Routes
that run thru it. When I was appointed, the only
training available in our area was the required
Part A and Part B of our annual certification.
The Conference offered other classes. I could
take Part A and B locally. By attending the 
conference I could take elective classes that 
pertained to my particular court caseloads.

Our courts are very often referred to as, “the
courts closest to the people.”  The people we see
in our courts are usually the same people we see
in our communities. I was told once by a dear
friend, who at the time was a Federal Appellate
Court Judge that the Town and Village courts in
this country are the only contact that most 
people will ever have with the rights afforded
them by our Constitution. They will never be 
arrested for a crime. They will never have a civil
case. Their only contact may be in response to 
a simple traffic ticket. It is at this time they 
will see how our forefathers, who framed the
Constitution, intended for justice to be served. 
It is at this stage that all of their rights are 
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presented and protected. I have often heard our
courts referred to as the “small little courts” 
versus the “big city courts.” It does not matter
the size or décor of the Courtroom. It does not
matter the caseload of the Courtroom. What
matters is the character of the Judge. It is the
strength and dedication of the Judges I have met
at the Conference that I draw upon to respond
to this comment. “Every court that is called to
order is a court of law. What matters is that
every person who walks through the door is
treated fairly, with equal respect and given the
opportunity to be heard.” The Judge, attorney or
non-attorney, is charged with those three basic
principles. If those principles are adhered to,
then justice has been served. That is what I have
learned at our conferences. 

I have attended every Annual Conference since
I was elected in 1995. I have seen every corner
of our beautiful state in its glory every fall. 
New York in autumn can be breathtaking from
the Adirondacks, down to the Catskills and over
to Niagara Falls. 

I believe I am a better judge because of my 
attendance at our conferences. I am uplifted and
inspired by the Judges I see every year there. The
knowledge and experience they are willing to
share is an inspiration to all who attend. I have
become friends with many of them and would
not hesitate to call them with a question or 
concern I may have in my court. As Magistrates
we care about the law and how it is dispensed in
every one of the roughly thirteen hundred Town
and Village Courts in New York State. Each of
us serves because we care. We are one of about
twenty two hundred Town and Village Justices
who handle close to two million cases a year.
The work is long and hard. It can be emotionally
exhausting. The law is constantly changing 
and evolving. We must evolve with it and the 
appropriate way to do that is to continue to 
educate ourselves at every juncture. 

I would like to encourage all who attended the
conferences before to continue coming. I still
have so much to learn from you. Those of you,
who have not attended, please consider going

this year. I promise you will be impressed with
the educational opportunities there. But mostly,
you will begin to develop a network of judicial
colleagues who will be there should you ever
have a question or just need to talk. These
Judges have become my friends and I am a better
Judge because of their friendship.

The conference registration forms and information
are in this magazine. If you are interested in 
applying, there are scholarships available to first
time attendees.

I hope to see you in October in Verona. 

Vera L. Hustead
Director, NYSMA
Town of Ripley       
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Judicial Wellness Committee is Here to Help
Submitted By Jonah Triebwasser, Chair, NYSMA Judicial Wellness Committee

The New York State Magistrates Association 
and the New York State Bar Association have
created a Judicial Wellness Program to help judges

with alcohol, drug, gambling or psychological issues
(such as stress or anger management.)

With one simple telephone call to 1-800-255-0569, all
judges can seek free, sympathetic and confidential help
from respected professionals in the counseling field.

Use of the Judicial Wellness program is protected under
section 857 of the Judiciary Law, which provides:

     § 857. Judicial wellness or assistance committees. 
1. Confidential information privileged. The confidential
relations and communications between a member or
authorized agent of a judicial wellness or assistance
committee sponsored by a state or local bar association
and any person, firm or corporation communicating
with such committee, its members or authorized
agents, shall be deemed to be privileged on the same
basis as those provided by law between attorney and
client. Such privilege may be waived only by the 
person, firm or corporation which has furnished 

information to the committee. This privilege shall
not extend to information received by a judge or
lawyer serving as a member of a  judicial wellness
or assistance committee that a  judge is committing
or is likely to commit a substantial violation of the
rules governing judicial conduct.

     2.  Immunity  from  liability. Any person, firm or
corporation in good faith providing information to,
or in any other way participating in the affairs of,
any of the committees referred to in subdivision one
of this section shall be immune from civil liability
that might otherwise result by reason of such conduct.
For the purpose of any proceeding, the good faith of any
such person, firm or corporation shall be presumed.

This program is open to all judges at all levels, including
all Town and Village Justices.

If you have a problem that you think is more than you
can handle, don’t go it alone; there is help waiting. Call
the Judicial Wellness Program at 1-800-255-0569.
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Justices Attend the National Judicial College
Submitted By Jonah Triebwasser

New York Town and Village Justices recently
attended the National Judicial College on full
scholarship to learn about “Managing Cases

Involving CDLs.”

The course included material on identifying commercial
motor vehicle violations and the proper procedure for
handling them.

Shown in the photo, left to right, are: 
Hon. Raymond C. Chase (Village of Wappingers Falls),
Nevada State Trooper James Farley (Faculty), Hon. 
Susan Sullivan Bisceglia (Village of Wappingers Falls),
Hon. Karl Grube (Faculty), Hon. Jonah Triebwasser
(Town and Village of Red Hook), Hon. Toni Boone
(Faculty),Hon. Gary Graber (Town of Darien, Faculty),
Hon. Roger Forando (Town and Village of Granville)
and Hon. Robert McBath (Faculty).

Founded in 1963, The National Judicial College is the

nation’s leading provider of judicial education. The
first to offer programs to judges nationwide, the NJC
continues to work with the judiciary to improve 
productivity, challenge current perceptions of justice
and inspire judges to achieve judicial excellence.

(photo by the National Judicial College)

Judicial Robes
Gavels

Manufacturers of: Clerical Apparel • School Uniforms 
• Pulpit Choir •Judicial Robes & Graduation Caps & Gowns

*In Stock For Immediate Delivery *Tailored for Men & Women*
Call, Write or Fax: Craft Robe Company
247 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018

800#:(800) 95-CRAFT PHONE:(212) 764-6122 FAX:(212) 997-7318
Marvin@duffyandquinn.com    www.churchrobesstore.com
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Mandatory Education & Training Rule for Court Clerks
Submitted By Kate Breen, Senior Court analyst, Office of Justice Court Support

As Nelson Mandela once said, “Education is
the most powerful weapon which you can use
to change the world.” News of the passage of

an amendment to the Rules of the Chief Judge 22
NYCRR §17.2, which mandates each court clerk in a
town or village court to annually complete a training
or continuing education program, has generated 
anticipation and excitement statewide. Recognizing
that the position of court clerk holds a great deal of
responsibility, and that each court clerk should be
armed with the appropriate tools with which to 
perform their job, the Office of Justice Court 
Support is preparing a proposal for review by the
Chief Administrative Judge which will set forth the
particulars of this new training obligation. The goal
is to provide court clerks with the necessary tools and
education that their position demands.

Along with the general enthusiasm with which this
new training mandate for court clerks has generated,
we understand that this new requirement has also
prompted many questions, chief among them being
what will be the effective date, questions regarding the
accessibility of the training programs and materials,
whether the training will be both in-person and 
on-line, and what will be the specific annual training
requirements. Be assured that the OJCS is diligently
working on many practical administrative tasks, 
including the creation of a new database that will not
only include information relating to every court clerk
throughout the state, but which will also allow us to
track information regarding all court clerks statewide, 
monitor each court clerk’s annual training credits,
and make certain that clerk information is accurate
and up to date. In addition, we are considering a 
variety of ways to administer training programs, 
including an online learning portal similar to that
which is currently offered to town and village judges.

The Office of Justice Court Support is continuing to
work in collaboration with the New York State 
Association of Magistrates Court Clerks, specifically
on developing this mandated training program, and
will notify each town and village court expeditiously
once training and continuing education programs

have been developed, approved and the implementation
process has begun.

This is the beginning of a new era for town and village
courts. We look forward to the opportunity to work
with the Association as we continue to advance and
recognize clerks’ expertise in the many complex 
areas of court operations and provide them with 
the education and training that will allow them to 
continue to succeed in their important roles.

OCA 
Connection

JusticeCourtTechSupport@nycourts.gov or
1-800-622-2522

Some helpful information from Justice Court Technical
Support office.

Microsoft Office Windows 10 has been released July 29, 2015.
Please do NOT install this update on any town and village
desktops and/or laptops. The Office of Court Administration does
not support this version of Windows at this time.

Bitdefender is the New Virus protect for OCA computers in the
Town and Village Courts. If you have not installed Bitdefender on
your desktop/laptops please contact OCA at 1-800-622-2522.

All Town and Village Judges and Clerks have an OCA email 
address. If you do not know your email information, please 
call 1-800-622-2522. OCA uses this email address, exclusively,
to provide information. It is also available to configure your 
smartphones for OCA email access.

You can now change your OCA email password, through this site:
https://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/sspr if you do not know 
your password or you use CDR/WebDVS, please call OCA at 
1-800-622-2522.

All Town and Village Judges and Clerks have a license 
for Microsoft Office 365, which includes the full Microsoft Office 
2013 suite.
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Introduction

Judges continue to engage in conduct that
is obviously improper and for which judges in the
past have been disciplined. The great majority 
of judges know that certain conduct would be 
inconsistent with ethical standards, so it may be a
momentary lapse that explains some misconduct.
It is understandable that when we lose our tempers,
our actions may be irrational and inconsistent with
our personal standards. A judge’s anger on the
bench can provoke embarrassing conduct and is
likely to be a reason for certain conduct. But 
my primary focus in this article is off-the-bench 
conduct that all judges should know is wrong. 

For these acts, a judge would not inquire of
the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics.  So, the
Committee does not get the opportunity to tell a
judge, for example, that “we believe it would be 
contrary to the rules to author a press release to 
tell the public that you disagree with the criminal
prosecution of a defendant whom you hold in high
regard.”  Similarly, of several thousand opinions of
the Committee, I could not find one that advised a
judge not to submit an ex parte request for a reduction
or dismissal of a charge pending before another
judge in a traffic or criminal case.  The available 
evidence is that the judges who have made such 
requests for family, friends, neighbors, and others
probably knew it was wrong. 

It is hard to believe that judges who engage
in certain kinds of obvious misconduct were 
unaware of the prohibitions since they have been
repeatedly publicized in decisions of the Commission
on Judicial Conduct, judicial educational sessions,
and articles in The Magistrate.  

Recently, there were two disciplinary cases
of judges who made inappropriate public comments
about pending court cases. One was about a 
judge who commented about a case pending before 
another judge and, in the second, a judge publicly 
discussed, outside of court, a case that he was 
handling. Neither judge should be removed for 
their misconduct, and in one of the cases, it appears
(to me) that the judge must have been carried 
away with a sudden “need” to voice her opinions
on Facebook. The important reminder in that 
case is that judges must be careful in making 
comments on the internet and, particularly, on 
social networking websites. Both judges were 
appropriately disciplined after they agreed to their
respective disciplinary sanctions. 

In a recent case of lending prestige of office
to influence another judge, the conduct was egregious.
Apparently, the majority of the Commission 
believed the judge’s violation of the long-standing
rule was unintentional. Two Commission members
dissented from the censure sanction and believed
that the judge should be removed from office.  Since
it was his second censure in less than two years for
violating the same rule, the judge was fortunate not
to be removed.

I.  Commenting On Pending Court Matters
(Section 100.3(B)(8) of the Rules)

When a judge criticizes a District Attorney
in the judge’s home county about a pending felony
case before another court, the judge should not 
be surprised when a complaint is made to the 
Commission on Judicial Conduct. In a recent 
case, the judge was sympathetic to the defendant
and highly critical of the District Attorney for the
prosecution.  

The More Things Change, The More They Remain The Same:
Will Some Judges Never Learn? Submitted By Gerald Stern1

11

Continued on page 12

1  Mr. Stern was Administrator of the Commission on Judicial Conduct from its inception in 1974 to 2003. From 2004 to 2011, he had 
a part-time staff position at the Judicial Institute and was senior faculty in the Town and Village Justices Educational Program. 
His email address is gstern42@mac.com. He welcomes comments or questions raised by this article. For questions about prospective
judicial conduct, he recommends to judges that they seek an opinion from the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics. By law, a judge
who follows the written advice of the Advisory Committee is presumed to be acting appropriately.
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The judge’s comments were made online to
her “friends” on Facebook.  The judge had 352
Facebook “friends.”  (Social networking websites,
such as Facebook, apparently enlarge a user’s circle
of friends and offer a fast and easy forum to express
our thoughts to our “friends.”)  The judge’s Facebook
comments were also available to the internet public
at large because the judge had chosen not to restrict
her Facebook posts to her friends. The large 
number of Facebook users who read the judge’s
views was not the determining factor as to whether
her comments were private or public. A judge 
has to be careful expressing public views on cases
pending in any court, even to a small group. 

All judges should know that they cannot
make such comments in public forums.  It seems
likely that the judge in this case would not 
have discussed her views of the pending prosecution
in the press, in a television interview, in a 
speech, or even in her own campaign for elective
judicial office.  But on her own computer, she 
may not have realized that she was engaging in a
public discussion. 

Because she is a judge, the impropriety is so
clear that even in the absence of a specific rule 
covering such behavior, other, general rules would
have prohibited her conduct.  The specific ethics
rule prohibiting making a public comment on a
pending or impending proceeding in any court adds
some emphasis by stating that the judge’s comment
may not be about a pending or impending case
“within the United States or its territories.” Rules,
Section 100.3(B)(8).   (“Impending” means that the
case is about to be pending.)   So, a New York judge
may not comment publicly about a pending case in
any part of the country, and a comment about a
case in the judge’s own municipality, county or
state is especially problematic.   

The judge also violated Section 100.2(C) of
the Rules, which prohibits a judge from “lend[ing]
the prestige of judicial office to advance the private
interests of the judge or others….”  This is one of
the general rules that also apply to a judge taking a
position on a case pending before the judge or 
another judge.

When a judge retires from the bench, he or she is
free to engage in such speech under the First
Amendment.  Judges have a more limited right to
speak publicly than those of us have who are not
judges.   That should not be a surprise since certain
speech, if engaged in by judges, would be totally 
inconsistent with the important roles they play in
the administration of justice.  Our judiciary must
be impartial and appear to be impartial. 

In another recent case, a County Court
Judge who spoke publicly about a highly publicized
murder case he was handling certainly knew that
his comments would be publicly reported in the
news media: he gave recorded interviews to TV 
reporters.  His motivation for the interviews was
not established, but the Commission’s determination
thought the timing of the judge’s comments was
significant.  At the time, he was a candidate for
election to Supreme Court, which the Commission
stated, “raises a question as to whether his public
comments were motivated by political concerns.” 

Compounding the misconduct, the judge was
also charged with making a single, rude statement
to the prosecutor a month later.  The judge was 
in the process of dismissing the charge when the
prosecutor stated: “Judge, may I briefly speak?”
The judge had authority to advise the prosecutor
that the judge did not wish to hear from the 
prosecutor at that moment, and he responded: “No,
you may not.”  Unfortunately, he then added: “If
you speak, I’m going to put you in handcuffs and
put you in jail.” The Commission essentially said
that the judge had no basis to consider summary
contempt of the prosecutor under those circumstances.
All judges should know that.  And they do!

After the judge was charged with misconduct,
he signed an agreed statement of facts that waived
a hearing on the formal charges and agreed to be
censured for making public comments on the case and
being rude to the prosecutor. The judge acknowledged
that he now understands that a judge may not 
discuss publicly any aspect of a pending case. 

II.  Lending the Prestige of Judicial Office to
Advance The Interests of Others (Section
100.2(C) of the Rules)
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A Town Justice (who will be identified here
as Judge S) asked the police to go easy on his son
in a criminal investigation.  His son apparently had
problems, but the judge should not have sought 
leniency from the police. The Commission censured
the judge.  That case is mentioned here because of
a subsequent, recent disciplinary case concerning
the same judge, which also concerned lending 
“the prestige of judicial office to advance the 
private interests of the judge or others….” 

While the first case was pending before the
Commission,  Judge S violated the same rule, 
Section 100.2(C), although the Commission 
concluded that this time he had no intent to 
lend the prestige of office to advance the private 
interests of another – the son of an acquaintance,
who had a traffic case pending in another court.

The Commission has disciplined more than
150 judges since 1978 for either requesting 
favorable treatment on traffic tickets or granting
such requests made by other judges.  In this case, it
probably is the first time in the Commission’s 
history that a judge was disciplined for violating
that section although “he was not intentionally 
asserting his judicial status to advance the defendant’s
interests, but was specifying his judicial position,
as he believed he was required to do, as the basis
for his notarial authority….”  

The principle arising from this decision is
that a judge may be guilty of asserting influence of
his or her judicial office without intending to assert
the influence of judicial position. Nine Commission
members voted to censure the previously censured
judge.  Two Commission members voted to remove
Judge S from judicial office. Attorney Richard
Emery, who left the Commission in March 2017,
said in his dissent that the judge had “dodged a 
bullet” in the prior case that resulted in censure.  If
that is so, the judge may have dodged a bullet again
with his second censure.  

A Ticket and a Plea Give Rise to Problems
For a Defendant and Judge S

In the recent case that resulted in Judge S’s
censure, a defendant was charged in another 
town court with Failure to Obey a Traffic Control

Device, a two-point violation. The ticket also 
included the officer’s notation that the defendant
was speeding (“52-30”) and that the officer relied
on radar.  The judge who arraigned the defendant
understood from those additional facts that after
driving (allegedly) 22 miles above the speed limit,
the defendant had gotten a break from the officer
who charged him with the two-point violation 
instead of the six-point violation of Speeding.  The
defendant went to court and pleaded not guilty.
The defendant’s plea may have signaled that he
was ungrateful for the roadside “reduction.” 

The judge presiding at the arraignment
stated that he intended to return the ticket to the
Police Department to provide the police with an 
opportunity “to re-write it back” to Speeding.  And
the judge added that if he is charged with Speeding,
he can ask the District Attorney’s office for a 
reduction.  Was this a message?  A direction?  A
suggestion?  A prediction? The defendant later 
realized that his not guilty plea may have been a
tactical error, especially when, a few days later, he
received a new ticket in the mail charging him with
Speeding.  From the sketchy facts we have, presumably
the new charge was intended to replace the old,
milder one.

At this point, Judge S got involved, and his
decision to do a favor for an acquaintance led to his
second censure. Judge S was not the judge who had
jurisdiction over the traffic charge.  He happened
to work for the county in the same building where
the defendant’s mother worked.  She told Judge S
at a chance meeting in the building what had 
occurred. She mentioned that someone had advised 
that her son write a letter to the judge handling the
case and seek to change his plea to guilty for the
original, two-point infraction. Judge S suggested to
the defendant’s mother that such a letter to the
court should be notarized. (It is unclear how a 
notarized signature would further the request in
any way, but that was his advice.)

A day or so later, the defendant’s mother 
returned to Judge S with her son and asked the
judge to notarize her son’s signature on a letter.  

Stern Article Cont…

Continued on page 14
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The five-line letter, signed by her son, was 
addressed to the judge handling her son’s case and
began: “Dear Honorable Judge.” Judge S, who
claimed that he did not recall the particulars of the
prior conversation with the mother, agreed to do
so, and, beneath the son’s signature, wrote his
name (“Justice S…..”) and the name of the town
where he was a judge.  There was no jurat and no
indication that he had administered an oath to the
defendant.  Judge S’s position was that he was 
verifying the defendant’s signature, and because
the defendant had already signed the letter, Judge
S looked at the defendant’s driver’s license.  

There are at least two major problems here.
First, Judge S is not a notary!  And second, his 
reference to himself as “Justice” referred to his 
judicial position in a defendant’s letter to another
court, which could be perceived as an assertion 
of special influence. Certainly there is a benefit to
getting a judge verify a signature on an application
for a reduction. It might be a message to the 
addressee that the judge who verified the defendant’s
signature also supports the application.

For whatever reason, the Speeding charge
was ultimately changed to the original charge; the
defendant’s guilty plea was accepted, and presumably
he was satisfied with having two points on his 
driving record, instead of six. 

Judge S’s defense was that he exercised 
notary powers that he mistakenly believed he had
as a judge.  He testified that he had been advised
by a former colleague, who was also a judge, that
he had notarial powers simply because he was a
judge.  He produced some old, confusing training
materials from the judicial education program that
both the referee and the Commission found could
have misled him to conclude that every judge has
the powers of a notary public and that referring 
to his judicial position was appropriate when 
he “notarized” a document.  The referee who 
conducted the disciplinary hearing concluded that
Judge S “sincerely, but erroneously” believed that
he had the notary powers that he was exercising.
(Hopefully, judges in the future will not make a
similar mistake.)

An important issue at the hearing was
whether Judge S knew that the letter was addressed

to another judge.  He testified that he had been 
advised that he should not read what he was 
notarizing, which is why he did not read the 
defendant’s letter. Nor did he require any 
information about the purpose or content of the 
letter before agreeing to do the authentication.  As
to whether Judge S knew of the intended recipient,
the referee took two positions that seem hard to
reconcile: (1) Judge S did not lack candor in saying
he did not know the letter was intended for a judge,
and (2) Judge S must have known that the letter
was directed to a judge since the salutation “Dear
Honorable Judge” was on the same page as the
judge’s signature. 

Should a Judge Verify a Signature on a Letter
That Is Directed to a Court?

Interestingly, Judge S conceded under 
oath: “Justice Courts 101 is that you do not sign a
document that goes to another court.”  

He insisted that he did not know the 
purpose of the letter or the intended recipient.  The
crux of his explanation was that in signing the 
letter under the defendant’s signature, he was only
verifying the defendant’s signature, not lending
the prestige of judicial office to advance the 
defendant’s interests, position or cause. His 
defense was effective, at least as to the sanction 
to be imposed.  Although the Commission staff 
recommended his removal from office, he was not
removed.  So, in this case, ignorance of the law
seems to have been a mitigating factor between the
sanctions of censure and removal. 

On the subject of whether a judge has the
powers of a notary public, the Commission cited
two other disciplinary cases in which the Commission
sanctioned town judges.  Last year a judge was 
admonished, in part, for signing with her judicial
title on the notary’s line on a designating petition.
(She could not sign as a witness because she was
not a registered member of the party.)  The judge
was not a notary, but apparently she too mistakenly
believed that as a judge she had notarial powers. 

It is crystal clear (at least now) that:

      • A town or village justice does not have
the same powers as a licensed notary.

Stern Article Cont…
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      • A town or village justice can administer
oaths and make acknowledgments in very
limited circumstances authorized by statute,
but has no power to notarize a document
unless the judge is a licensed notary. 

      • A judge who is a licensed notary must
sign as a notary, not as a judge.

      • Judges should not necessarily rely on the
advice of another judge or former judge
on an ethics issue, but should check with
the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics.

“Authenticating” a Defendant’s Signature
on a Letter To Another Judge 

Why would Judge S authenticate a signature
that has nothing to do with the judge’s official 
duties2 and did not need to be authenticated?  The
answer is not clear in this case, but the lesson for
other judges is clear:  Don’t do it.

We all write lots of letters (or we once did
before email) that we sign, and the recipient 
generally assumes the authenticity of the signature
on the letter.  There is normally no need to have
anyone “notarize,” authenticate, or verify the 
signature on a letter.  When a judge does so and
notes his or her judicial office below the person’s
signature, there can be a strong presumption that
the purpose is to get the recipient’s attention. 

What should a judge do when he or she is
requested to authenticate a signature on a letter?
The best course is just to say no.  Saying yes is a
dangerous attempt to do public service or a favor.
It is especially risky not to ascertain the purpose 
of the letter and to whom it is being sent.  (On a
one-page letter, that is not difficult to ascertain.  In
fact, the difficulty may be in avoiding seeing whom
the letter is directed to and the purpose of the letter.)

Imagine all the letters that might be written,
including physical threats, demands for payments,
threats to sue, pleas to forgive, nasty comments,

and requests to be hired.  The physical threat need
not even be mentioned.  The letter writer might get
the message across by referring to some previous
statement. The list of letters that would be particularly
embarrassing for a judge to add his or her name to
could go on and on.  It is especially dangerous to
authenticate letters without asking questions and
seeing what you (the judge) are authenticating.
The “authentication” may be perceived as lending
the prestige of office to further some personal 
(or possibly illegal) interests. It is a safer, better 
course for judges not to authenticate signatures 
on mysterious letters (or any letters). By doing 
what Judge S did, he was lending the prestige of 
judicial office to the signer’s letter or appeared to
be intentionally doing so.   

The appearance of impropriety has been a
basis to remove judges.  In Matter of Sims, 61 NY2d
349, 358 (1984), the Court of Appeals, in removing
a judge, upheld the constitutionality of the “appearance
of impropriety” standard, and added:

When a Judge acts in such a
way that she appears to have
used the prestige and authority
of judicial office to enhance 
personal relationships, or for
purely selfish reasons, or to 
bestow favors, that conduct is to
be condemned whether or not
the Judge acted deliberately and
overtly …. 

To be continued with Part II 
in the Fall Issue of The Magistrate

Stern Article Cont…

2  The Commission’s Determination states: Town and village judges “have limited powers to administer an oath, make an acknowledgement,
and take a deposition (see Real Property Law §298; CPLR 2390[a], 3113 [a][1].”
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Mourning the death of Honorable Donald Ray Magill
Submitted By Tanja Sirago

State of New York
Legislative Resolution

Senate No. 1866

BY:    Senator Akshar

MOURNING the death of The Honorable Donald Ray Magill,
Justice of the Town of Maine, New York

       WHEREAS, It is the custom of this Legislative Body to mourn publicly the death of
prominent citizens of the State of New York whose lifework and civic endeavor served to
enhance the reputation of the State; and

       WHEREAS, It is with feelings of deepest regret that this Legisltive Body records the
passing of The Honorable Donald Ray Magill, Justice Town of Maine, New York, 
noting the significance of the loss of a man whose altruistic spirit will be greatly missed; and

       WHEREAS, Judge Donald Ray Magill died on Thursday, April 6, 2017, in Maine, at
the age of 72; and

       WHEREAS, After graduating from Hollidaysburgh High School in Pennsylvania, Judge
Donald Ray Magill earned his bachelor’s degree in computer science from Penn State
University; and

       WHEREAS, Judge Donald Ray Magill proudly served his country as a member of the
United States Army from March 14, 1967, to December 19, 1969, during the Vietnam War
where he was an OH-6 Light Observation Helicopter Pilot and flew 980 combat hours; for
his meritorious service and heroic actions, he was awarded the Air Medal with one Oak Leaf
Cluster with “V” device for valor, a Purple Heart medal with one Oak Leaf Cluster after being
wounded in combat on January 1, 1968, and a second Purple Heart in February of 1968;
and

       WHEREAS, After the conclusion of the War, Judge Donald Ray Magill served in the Civil
Air Patrol and as an instructor pilot for the New York State National Guard retiring as a Chief
Warrant Officer 3; for 40 years, he was a valued employee at IBM; and

       WHEREAS, In 1987, Donald Ray Magill was appointed to the position of Town of Maine
Justice, and in 1988, was elected for his first four-year term, beginning a long and 
distinguished career serveing his community; in January of 2017, he was sworn in for his
30th year as Town Justice; and 
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       WHEREAS, In 2004, Judge Donald Ray Magill held the title of President of the New York
State Magistrate’s Association; in 2014 he was the recipient of the New York State 
Magistrate’s Association’s statewide Honorable Eugene W. Salisbury Magistrates of the Year
Award; and

       WHEREAS, A legal scholar with a keen mind, good judgement and, above all, an 
unfaltering sense of justice and fairness, Judge Donald J. Magill was the author of Magill’s
Manual, a website and printed manual of the Vehicle and Traffic and Penal Law, used by town
and village justices through the State of New York; and

       WHEREAS, Proud of his heritage. Judge Donald Ray Magill was a Potentate at the 
Kalurah Shrine and 33rd Degree member of the Scottish Rite; and

       WHEREAS, Judge Donald Ray Magill also held the title of Master of the Maine Masonic
Lodge, and was a member of the Royal Arch Masons, Cryptic Masons, Knights of the York
Cross of Honor, and Red Cross of Constatine; in addition, he served on the Board of 
Governors of Shriner’s Hospital for Children and was an Emeritus member; and

       WHEREAS, Affectionately called “Dutch”. Judge Donald Ray Magill set an example for all
individuals by exemplifying what it means to give oneself; he was a beautiful light in the lives of all
those whom he came in contact with; and

       WHEREAS, Predeceased by his parents, Edgar C. and Helen Magill; two brothers 
Albert and Edgar, Magill, Jr.; and one daughter, Theresa Petrzaka Morris, Judge Donald 
Ray Magill is survived by his wife of twenty years, Patricia (Coughlin) Magill; two daughters,
Heather (Douglas) MacQueen and Kerri Petrzala; two sons Frank (Jean Ticen) Petrzala and
Dennis (Sandra) Coughlin seven grandchildren, Daniel, Nicholas, Jared, Michelle, Kelly 
Allison and Michael; one brother Robert Magill; and one sister-in-law, Laura Magill; as well
as several nieces, nephews and friends; and

       WHEREAS, Armed with humanistic spirit, imbued with a sense of compassion, and
comforted by a loving family, Judge Dutch Ray Magill’s life was a portrait of service, a
legacy which will long endure the passage of time and will remain as a comforting memory
to all he served and befriended; now. therefore, be it

       ORDERED, That this Legislative Body pause in its deliberations to mourn the death 
of the Honorable Donald Ray Magill, Justice of the Town of Maine, New York; and be it 
further

       WHEREAS, That a copy of this Resolution, suitably engrossed, be transmitted to the
family of the Honorble Donald Ray Magill.

       ADOPTED IN SENATE ON
       May 2, 2017 By order of the Senate,

       Francis W. Patience
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The Constitutional Convention Submitted By Thomas F. Liotti

Many are not aware that
New York State has its
own Constitution. Our

last Constitutional Convention
was held in 1967. This November,
voters will have the chance to vote
for a Constitutional Convention in
2018. Prior votes for a convention
were rejected in 1977 and 1997.
Every 20 years, voters are given
the opportunity to vote for a 
convention which has the capacity
to structurally change the form of
government.

State government is inefficient, if not dysfunctional,
but how will a convention help? A Constitutional
Convention can address a number of important
issues such as:

•  Should we do away with a bicameral legislature
or have one House of Delegates with 100 
members? This may eliminate some of 
Albany’s gridlock which has a Republican-
controlled Senate and a Democratically-
controlled Assembly.

• Should the Governor be given authority to 
consolidate state agencies and reorganize
them? Should New York’s school districts 
and special districts be consolidated?

•  Should our court system be consolidated and
should our judges be chosen on the basis of
merit instead of being elected?

•  What should be done to reduce the number 
of inmates in our jails or on post release 
supervision? What can we do to revise 
sentencing; provide alternatives to jail; and
mass incarceration; provide for expungement 
of records and greater clemency; and, what
can be done to provide more remedies for

wrongful convictions and provide
for resentencing based upon 
good behavior and the payment of
restitution?

These are a few of the issues 
that can be addressed. There are
others but change will not happen 
piecemeal or by amendment. 
A Constitutional Convention is 
desperately needed.

Thomas F. Liotti is the village 
justice for the Village of Westbury.

Scalise & Hamilton LLP
Ethics & Professionalism | Grievances

2014 Recipient of the 
Westchester Women’s Bar Association Family Friendly Award

Featured in the Top 100 Largest Women-Owned law Firms
in NYS by the New York Law Journal

Is Pleased To Announce

Maryrita Dobiel, Esq.
Formerly Chief Counsel to the

NYS Chief Administrative Judge’s Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics

Has joined the firm as Of Counsel

Providing advice and representation to lawyers, law firms, law students
and judges in professional responsibility and ethic matters, and white-
collar criminal matters. The Firm also advises, proactively via advisory
letters; reviews websites and escrow accounts to ensure compliance with
ethical obligations; assists law students with their bar applications; and,
provides defensive counsel when a professional or judge is faced with 
allegations of ethical misconduct or criminality.

670 White Plains Road Suite 325 • Scarsdale, NY 10583

(914) 725-2801
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Annual Conference

The following officers of the SMA will be elected at the Annual Conference

PRESIDENT ELECT • THREE VICE-PRESIDENTS • TREASURER • FOUR DIRECTORS

The SMA Nominating Committee seeks qualified members (sitting Town or Village Justices) for these 
positions. Association members are asked to complete the form below, submit a current resume and indicate
why the judge(s) would be suitable candidate(s)for a leadership position in the SMA and return to:

Hon. Harold J. Bauman — Chairperson, Nominating Committee
NYS Magistrates Association — 163 Delaware Ave., Delmar, NY 12054

Deadline: September 8, 2017              Nominations will not be accepted after this date

NOMINEE INFORMATION

Name:________________________________________ Position of:__________________________________

Present Judicial Title:______________________________________________________________________

Municipality: Town/Village of:______________________________________________________________

Submitted by: (name of member):____________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach candidate(s) resume(s)

What’s Expected of New Directors

Four Directors of the Association will be elected at the Annual Meeting. The term of a 
Director is three years. Occasionally, a vacancy requires that an additional Director must also
be elected to complete a partial term. 

Each Director will be expected to attend all five Executive Committee meetings which are
held each year.  Two of these meetings are held during each Annual Conference. The first is
held in the afternoon on the Sunday on which the conference begins. The second conference
meeting (which, of course, is the first meeting for Directors newly-elected during the Conference)
is held in the morning of the Wednesday on which the Conference concludes.

Additionally, a Saturday Executive Committee meeting is held each December, March and
June at various locations throughout the State.  These locations are selected by the President.
Travel costs relating to the three Saturday meetings, including applicable lodging, will be 
reimbursed by the Association.

Each Director will be assigned to one or more of the Association’s committees by the President
and will be expected to participate as directed by the committee(s) chair(s). 

Nominating Committee 
Seeks Candidates
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Annual Conference
5218 Patrick Road
Verona, NY 1347

All reservations must be made using this form and returned no later than September 14, 2017.
Reservations forms received after this reservation deadline will be accepted based upon space and rate availability.

NYS Magistrates Association
Package Guest Room Rates are as follows:

Single Occupancy: S755.00
Includes: Accommodations for one guest from October 15-18, 2017
Breakfast on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Lunch on Monday & Tuesday
Dinner on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

Double Occupancy: $1,090.00
Includes: Accommodations for two guests from October 15-18, 2017
Breakfast on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Lunch on Monday & Tuesday
Dinner on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

A surcharge of $50.00 will apply to any package of one or
two nights

To confirm your reservation, a credit card number must be provided
or a check/money order for one night's room and tax sent in with
reservation form. Please make checks payable to:
Turning Stone Resort

Check #:_________    Credit Card: ___________________________________________

CC#:____________________________________________________   Exp:___________

Name:___________________________________________________________________

Address:_________________________________________________________________

City:____________________________________   State:____________   Zip:_________

Phone:______________________________    Fax:_______________________________

Email Address:____________________________________________________________

# of rooms:_______________    # of people per room:____________________________

Roommate(s):_____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Arrival Date:______________________________________________________________

Departure Date:___________________________________________________________

Special needs:_____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

RESERVATION POLICIES
• If paying by Purchase Order, a copy of your purchase order must
be received along with this form to process your reservation. If
not received, reservation will not be confirmed.

• A copy of your NYS tax exemption form must be received with
this form and your payment form (Purchase Order or Credit Card)
must match the name on the NYS tax exemption form.

• All guests will be required to present a valid credit card at check-in

• Guests staying on dates outside group's conference and/or are self
pay will be subject to tax.

• Reservation forms must be received no later than September 14, 2017.
Reservations received after that date will be accepted on a space
and rate availability basis.

• Cancellations must be received 3 days prior to arrival date. 
Cancellations after this date will result in forfeiture of the one
night’s advance deposit.

• Check-in time is after 3:00pm. Check-out time is 11:00am.

• Rates for early arrival, before 10/15/17 or late departure, after
10/18/17 are based upon availability, and will be offered at the
discounted rates of $189.00/night, Friday or Saturday, and
$165.00/night, Thursday.

UNLESS ALL PROPER FORMS ARE SUBMITTED & COMPLETED,
RESERVATIONS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED

Reservation Form, Purchase Order, Tax Exempt Certificate
And/or Deposit must be received by Friday, Sept. 14, 2017 to:

Turning Stone Resort
Attn: Beth Edwards, Accommodations Dept.

5218 Patrick Rd., Verona, NY 13478
Fax (315) 361-7999

For Office use only:

Confirmation #:___________________________________________

Reservation Agent:___________________  Date:_______________

All reservations must be made by calling 800-771-7711 Group # HNYSMAG
no later than September 14, 2017. Reservations made after this reservation
deadline will be accepted based upon and rate availability.

RESERVATION FORM
ARRIVAL: October 15, 2017

DEPARTURE: October 18, 2017



You Must Receive Prior Approval To Attend
Section 77-b of the General Municipal Law authorizes the governing board of any municipality, by majority vote,
to authorize any of its members, any officer or employee, or any other person who has been elected pursuant 
to law to a public office for which the term has not commenced, to attend a conference as defined in Section 
77-b(c). The authorization must be by resolution adopted prior to such attendance (General Municipal Law
§77-b[2]). The governing board, however may delegate its power to authorize attendance to any executive 
officer or administrative board.

Even Your Registration Fee Can Be Reimbursed
Subdivision 3 of section 77-b provides that all actual and necessary registration fees, all actual and necessary 
expenses of travel, meals and lodging and all necessary tuition fees incurred in connection with attendance at a
conference shall be a charge against the municipality and the amount thereof shall be audited, allowed and paid
in the same manner as are other claims against the municipality.

New York State Picks Up a Portion of the Tab
The Office of Court Administration will reimburse each Justice who attends the Annual Meeting on Monday 
afternoon for mileage, up to $91.00 for one day’s lodging and up to $51.00 for certain applicable meals. These
costs would lower the reimbursement required from your municipality. (Subject to change)

Need A Cash Advance?
In addition to the authorization in subdivision 3 to reimburse for expenses previously incurred, subdivision 6 of
section 77-b expressly authorizes a municipality to provide for cash advances to persons duly authorized to attend
a conference for estimated expenditures for registration fees, travel, meals, lodging and tuition fees. If an advance
is provided, the officer or employee must submit an itemized voucher showing actual expenditures after attendance.
Also moneys advanced in excess of actual expenditures must be refunded to the municipality. If an officer or 
employee fails to return such excess advance at the time of submitting the voucher or upon demand after audit of
the voucher, the municipality shall deduct the amount of the unreturned excess advance from the salary or other
money owed the officer or employee. Any itemized actual and necessary expenses in excess of the cash advance
may be paid after audit.

Municipality Won’t Pay? You Can Usually Deduct the Expense on Your Taxes
In most cases, expenses incurred in connection with attendance at this conference are qualifying work-related 
expenses. Depending on your individual circumstances, conference related expenses can be deducted on Schedule
A if you itemize your deductions. We recommend that you discuss this with your tax preparer.

Does Your Town of Village Pay Your NYSMA Dues?
Pursuant to Op. St. Comp. 80-501, 10/29/80, with prior approval of your Town or Village Board, Association dues
may be a legitimate charge against a Town or Village.

Important

PLEASE BE SURE TO FILL OUT THE STATE EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE ON THE HOTEL REGISTRATION
FORM. (OTHERWISE YOU WILL BE BILLED FOR TAXES).

MAKE SURE YOUR MUNICIPAL PAYMENT VOUCHER IS ATTACHED TO THE HOTEL REGISTRATION
FORM. THIS WILL AVOID ANY PROBLEM AT CHECK OUT TIME.

Attendance At This Conference 
Is A Valid Town or Village Expense
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NYSMA 2017 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

Dear Member,
As in the past, all certified sitting Justices, who are members in good standing of 

NYSMA and registered for the conference, attending the New York State Magistrates
Association Annual Meeting on Monday, October 16th at 4:30 pm will  be reimbursed

by the State through the Unified Court System for one (1) night of lodging and mileage at the 
current State rate, unless living within 35 miles of the conference site. The remaining expense is eligible for 
reimbursement by your town or village. (Necessary expenses, including transportation, meals, room and 
registration fees incurred by fully authorized municipal officials and employees are properly reimbursable
from municipal funds pursuant to §77-b of the General Municipal Law).

Numerous Elective credits will be available Monday and Tuesday. Accredited Advanced Training Course Core B
will be offered by the NYS Unified Court System on Tuesday, October 17th.

In order to expedite registration, we urge you to Pre-Register.

FEES: Pre-Registration: $50.00:                On-site Registration: $75.00

All members participating in any portion of the conference are required to pay the fee, which covers the
many detailed arrangements necessary for a successful conference. For your convenience, receipts will be available
at our registration desk.

Please note: Registration and Fees for the Conference and Hotel are separate.

MAGISTRATE REGISTRATION FORM

• If you are not pre-registered, the Hotel will not hold a room
The 108th Conference of the New York State Magistrates Association

Turning Stone – Verona, NY

Name:__________________________________________________________________ Town Justice of:_____________________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________ Village Justice of:_____________________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip:__________________________________________________________ E-mail (Please Print):_________________________________________

County:________________________________________________________________ Current Co. President:________________________________________

Guest’s Full Name if Attending:____________________________________________ Court Clerk: Y______  N______

NAME TAG WILL BE PROVIDED

TRAINING CORE B ________ IS THIS YOUR FIRST CONFERENCE  Y_____ N_____

Fee: $50 must be received by 9/15/16 — Non-Refundable after 9/22/17

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: NYS Magistrates Association • 163 Delaware Avenue, Suite 108 • Delmar, NY 12054 
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NYS MAGISTRATES ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

*CJE and CLE Credits are pending approval
Classes and time frames are subject to change

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2017

1:00PM Executive Committee Meeting Tuscarora Room
Executive Committee Members and Guest only

2:00-5:00PM NYSMA Registration Conference Center Lobby Area

3:00PM Nomination Committee Meeting Tuscarora Room
Nominating Committee Members and Candidates only

4:00-6:00PM First Time Conference Attendees Social TBD
A meet and greet with refreshments with a briefing of how to make the most of the conference.

Presented by:
Hon. David Kozyra, TJ Marcy, Oneida County
Hon. Michael Petucci, SMA Board Member 
Hon. Kenneth Ohi Johnsen, SMA Board Member
Hon. Vera Hustead, SMA Board Member

6:00PM Welcome Reception and Dinner Oneida Room
Welcome Speaker: William J. Fitzpatrick, Onondaga County District Attorney, President, National 

District Attorneys Association
Presentation of The Eugene W. Salisbury Magistrate of the Year Award
Presentation of the Amicus Award
Presentation of 50 Year Pin Recognition

MONDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2017

7:00-9:00AM Breakfast Oneida Room

8:30 – 4:30PM NYSMA Registration Conference Center Lobby Area

9:00-9:30AM General Assembly Mohawk Room

9:00-4:30PM NYSMA Store Seneca Room

9:40-4:30PM What OCA Tech has to Offer Town and Village Courts Saranac Room (Upstairs)
This is an overview of information regarding the hardware, software and support that OCA offers Town
and Village courts.

Presented by: 
Dawn Cota, Division of Technology, OCA

9:40-4:30PM Web DVS Saranac Room (Upstairs)
Presented by: 

Tina Richburg, Senior Management Analyst, OCA

9:40-10:30AM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance Office Hours – Stop by to request an ID, pick up reference materials, or get one-on-one
assistance with your research questions 

Presented by: 
Catherine E. Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

Annual Conference
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9:40-10:40AM        Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Introduction to Westlaw

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

9:40-10:40AM Summary Proceedings: Landlord - Tenant * CLE CJE pending approval   
Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

9:40-10:40AM Counsel at Arraignment * CLE CJE pending approval Mohawk Room 

9:40-11:50AM Commission on Judicial Conduct * CLE CJE pending approval (2 hour) Tuscarora Room 

10:30-11:30AM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance: An Introduction – Join us for an hour ling session to learn the basics of legal research on
the Lexis Advance platform. We’ll discuss how to pull cases and statutes by citation, locating the correct
citation format, using an electronic table of contents, basic searching, filtering results and document delivery.

Presented by: 
Catherine Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

10:40-10:50AM Break

10:50-11:50AM Search Warrants, Inventories and Suppression * CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

10:50-11:50AM Hallmark Cases * CLE CJE pending approval Mohawk Room
Presented by:

Peter Gerstenzang, Esq., Gerstenzang, Ohern, Sills & Gerstenzang

11:00-12:00PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Personalization on Westlaw – Favorites, Custom Pages and Foldering

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

11:50-12:50PM Lunch Oneida Room

12:50-1:50PM Zoning * CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

12:50-1:50PM Evidence, Hearsay, Confrontation under 6th Amendment * CLE CJE pending approval Mohawk Room

1:00-2:00PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Topical Research on Westlaw

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

1:50-2:00PM Break

2:00-4:10PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
One on One Sessions (15 minutes each, first come first served)

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

2:00-3:00PM Small Claims * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room 

2:00-3:00PM Presiding Over Criminal Cases Involving Non-Citizen Defendants * CLE CJE pending approval
Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

2:00-3:00PM Overview of the Jury System including the process to order a Jury * CLE CJE pending approval
Mohawk Room



2:30-3:30PM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance: The Next Level – This one hour class is designed
for those users comfortable with the essentials and ready to delve 
into additional functionality like Shepardizing, the best ways to
locate authority when beginning with a statute, location authority
for any issue within a case and using Lexis Advance folders to access   
your research from anywhere you have in internet connection.

Presented by: 
Catherine Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

3:10-4:10PM 730 Examinations and Informal Mental Health Examinations * CLE CJE pending approval
Tuscarora Room

3:10-4:10PM Domestic Violence Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

3:10-4:10PM Mock Trial – Impaneling a Jury * CLE CJE pending approval Mohawk Room

9:40-10:30AM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance Office Hours – Stop by to request an ID, pick up reference materials, or get one-on-one
assistance with your research questions 

Presented by: 
Catherine E. Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

4:30PM Annual Business Meeting (Attendance Required for State Reimbursement) Oneida Room
BADGE REQUIRED FOR ENTRY

Dine Around at Turning Stone

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2017

7:00-9:00AM Breakfast Oneida Room

8:30 – 2:30PM NYSMA Registration Conference Center Lobby Area

8:30-5:00PM NYSMA Store Seneca Room

8:30-9:30AM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Introduction to Westlaw

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

8:30-4:10PM What OCA has to Offer Town and Village Courts Saranac Room (Upstairs)
This is an overview of information regarding the hardware, software and support that OCA offers Town
and Village courts.

Presented by: 
Dawn Cota, Division of Technology, OCA

8:30-4:30PM Web DVS Saranac Room (Upstairs)
Presented by: Tina Richburg, Senior Management Analyst, OCA

8:30-9:30AM Aging on the Bench * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room
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9:00-10:00AM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance Office Hours – Stop by to request an ID, pick up reference materials,
or get one-on-one assistance with your research questions 

Presented by: 
Catherine E. Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

8:30-9:30AM Legal Updates *  CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

9:00-5:00PM Continuing Judicial Education CORE B Mohawk Room
Life Cycle of a Criminal Appeal 1.0 CLE/CJE
Ethics Update * Ethics 1.0 CLE/CJE
DMV Update 1.0 CLE/CJE
DWI and Refusals 1.0 CLE/CJE 
New Assigned Counsel Eligibility Guidelines 1.0 CLE/CJE
Fines Under Criminal Procedure Law Article 420 1.0 CLE/CJE

9:30-9:40AM Break

9:40-10:40AM Recusals – Basis and Procedures * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room

9:40-10:40AM Record Retention * CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

9:40-10:30AM Lexis-Nexis *  CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance Office Hours – Stop by to request an ID, pick up reference materials, or get one-on-one
assistance with your research questions 

Presented by: 
Catherine E. Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

10:00-11:00AM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Personalization on Westlaw – Favorites, Custom Pages and Foldering

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

10:50-11:50AM Round Table * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room

11:15-12:00PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
One on One Sessions (15 minutes each, first come first serve)

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

11:50-12:50PM Lunch Oneida Room

12:50-1:50PM Media Relations * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room
An Interactive Dialogue

12:50-1:50PM TSLED * CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

1:00-2:00PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
Westlaw Refresher

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 



1:30-2:30PM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance: The Next Level – This one hour class is designed for those
users comfortable with the essentials and ready to delve into additional
functionality like Shepardizing, the best ways to locate authority when
beginning with a statute, location authority for any issue within a case and 
using Lexis Advance folders to access your research from anywhere you have in in-
ternet connection.
Presented by: 

Catherine Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

1:50-2:00PM Break

2:00-3:00PM How to Read Criminal History Reports and E-Justice Audit Procedures * CLE CJE pending approval
Tuscarora Room

2:00-3:00PM Court Clerk Related Training, including Administrative Management of Court Clerks Staff
* CLE CJE pending approval
Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

2:15-4:10PM Westlaw * CLE CJE pending approval Canandaigua Room (Upstairs)
One on One Sessions (15 minutes each, first come first serve)

Presented by:
Gary Berberian, Client Representative, Thomas Reuters 

3:00-4:00PM Lexis-Nexis * CJE pending approval Chautauqua Room (Upstairs)
Lexis Advance Office Hours – Stop by to request an ID, pick up reference materials, or get one-on-one
assistance with your research questions 

Presented by: 
Catherine E. Opela, Solutions Consultant, LexisNexis

3:10-4:10PM Domestic Violence * CLE CJE pending approval Cayuga & Onondaga Rooms

3:10-4:10PM Probation * CLE CJE pending approval Tuscarora Room

6:30-7:30PM Gala Reception TBD

7:45PM Installation Banquet Oneida Room
Guest Speaker: TBD
Installation of Officers

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2017

7:00-9:00AM Breakfast Oneida Room
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Eugene W. Salisbury
Magistrate of the Year Award

To: All Sitting Justices
It is June and time to look ahead to the Annual Magistrates Conference, which is in Lake Placid, NY. One of the highlights of 
the annual gathering is the presentations of the Magistrate of the Year award. The award recognizes a judge for contributions to the
judiciary, as well as for contributions to his/her community. I am certain that each of you has knowledge of an individual who  deserves
to be considered for this award. Who among you has contributed to the improvement and overall effectiveness of the judiciary? Who
has shown that contributing to the betterment of the community is what justice is all about? Who has gained your association’s respect
because of outstanding contributions? Please consider and nominate a person who deserves the recognition. Keep in mind that this
award depends on the participation of both County Associations across the state and individuals like you. When considering your
nomination(s), please use the following guidelines:

Hon. Richard Alberstadt, Chair of The Magistrate of the Your Committee

As a person:
…Does his or her private life display honesty, trustworthiness
and behavior that benefits a member of the judiciary? 
…Does the nominee command respect from others and show
confidence in their actions and thoughts? 
…Has the nominee avoided legal and ethical infractions 
and improprieties? 
…Is he or she considered to be a good solid citizen by the members
of his or her community?

As a justice:
…Has the nominee’s public and judicial conduct been free from
even the appearance of impropriety? 
…Does he or she exhibit sound temperament, attentiveness,
patience and impartiality in his or her conduct on the bench?
…Has the nominee been studious in his or her knowledge of
the principles of the law and diligent in endeavoring to ascertain
the facts? 
…Has the nominee remained free from partisan demands and
have his or her actions been free of consideration of personal
popularity or public notoriety? 
…Has the nominee consistently abstained from any judicial act
in which his or her personal interests are, or even appear, to be
involved? 
…Has his or her tenure on the bench been long enough to show
that they command the respect of their community electorate?
…Has the nominee enhanced the integrity of his or her community
through their actions within their local judicial system?

As a member of the judicial community:
…Does the nominee command the respect of his or her peers
as a justice? 
…Has the nominee shown an interest in improving the quality
of our local court system by membership and active participation
in county and state magistrate associations?
…Beyond his or her active membership in various associations,
what examples are there that this person has made an effort to
enhance the integrity, effectiveness and prestige of our Town
and Village Courts? 
…Has the nominee been involved or instrumental in initiating
legislation focused on improving the court system and its 
effectiveness in serving the public?
…What effort has the nominee made to defend our local court
system to others outside the judicial community?
…Has the nominee asserted sound and constructive leadership
in county and state associations? 
…Has his or her contact with the public at large resulted in 
any position and constructive actions toward improving our
Town and Village courts? Please remember, your association’s
participation is the single most important element in assisting
us in selecting the Magistrate of the Year.

Please submit your nominations to:
Hon. Richard Alberstadt
Magistrate of the Year Committee
New York Magistrates Association
163 Delaware Ave. Suite 108 • Delmar, NY 12054

Nominees for the 2017 Magistrate of the Year Award
must be submitted no later than September 12, 2017

Submit packages to:

New York State Magistrates Association
163 Delaware Avenue, Suite 108 • Delmar, NY 12054

Applications must be received by September 12, 2017
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If so please let us  know. At the Annual Conference, members of the Magistrates
Association will be recognized for 20 or more years of service as a magistrate. This
is done in increments of five years 20, 25, 30, etc.

The Membership and Pins Committee recognizes Justices who have 20 or more
years of service. The problem is, that we don’t know who some of you are. We do
NOT have good records on when some of our members became a Judge. (They
joined before we started computerizing our records.) If you have more than 20 or
more years and you have not received a pin* recognizing that fact, send your name,
the name of your municipality, your home address and the date that you first 
became a sitting Justice. Send the information to the Membership and Pins 
Committee, NYSMA, 163 Delaware Avenue, Delmar, NY 12054.

*Previous Recipients are on record and need not re-apply.

Member Name:___________________________________ Town/Village:________________________________________

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________

First Presided/Year:__________ County:___________________________________________Years of Service:__________

Comments:___________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

President of County Association:_________________________________________________________________________

Signature:_______________________________________________  Date:________________________________________

Please Note: Deadline for Application is the first week of September each year.

Send To: New York State Magistrates Association
163 Delaware Avenue, Suite 108

Delmar, NY 12054

NYSMA Member Recognition
Are You a Sitting Judge 

With 20 Or More Years Of Service?
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Answers to 
Quiz of the Month

Williamson 
Law Book 
Company

790 Canning Parkway • Victor, New York 14564
Phone: 585.924.3400 Email: WLBCo@aol.com
Fax: 585.924.4153 Website: WLBonline.com

Custom printers for New York State Courts
Suppliers of:

Criminal / Civil Case File Folders
Available In:
Letter / Legal
Five Colors

Standard or Custom
Custom Receipt for Fine
Custom Laser Receipts

Legal Forms
Marriage Ceremonies
Parking Tickets

Supplying NYS Courts for over 140 years
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Dutchess 
County

Members of the Dutchess County Magistrates Association honored
their court clerks at the annual clerk’s appreciation dinner at the
Italian Center in Poughkeepsie, New York. The court clerks were
introduced by their judges and were given flowers.

Shown in the photograph, from left to right are: Magistrates 
Treasurer Hon. John Kane (Town and Village of Rhinebeck), 
Magistrates President Hon. David Sears (Town of Pleasant Valley),
Sinead McLoughlin, esq., Magistrates Past-president and dinner
chair Hon. Robert Rahemba (Town of Fishkill) and Magistrates 
Secretary Hon. Jeffrey C. Martin (Town and Village of Red Hook)

The guest speaker was Senior District Attorney
Sinead McLoughlin who spoke about the great
contribution that court clerks make in serving
the public.

Genesee
County

The Genesee County Magistrates Association elected its first female president
this year, Patricia Buczek, a justice in the Town of Alabama. As president,
Buczek will disseminate information that comes down from the New York
State Magistrates Association or the Office of Court Administration. “My goal
would be to try to encourage more participation and awareness of changes,”
Buczek said. “Whenever there’s a change in legislation, all the judges have to
be on board.” Buczek grew up in Akron and currently works for Oakfield-
Alabama High School in the computer lab. She is the webmaster and the 
yearbook advisor. In 2004, she became a clerk for the Town of Alabama and
later became a judge in 2010 when the judge at the time retired. She then
served as the secretary of the Genesee County Magistrates Association for six
years, up until she was nominated as the president-elect. According to the
Genesee County Magistrates Association website, there are 33 members 
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currently. The Genesee County Magistrates Association
meets the second Saturday of every month. Buczek said
her job as president is primarily serving as a liaison. “As
the association president, you make sure information is
out to everybody,” Buczek said. “You run the meeting
and make sure everyone’s training components are
taken care of.” Buczek said a lot of people don’t 
understand that the job is 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. She said she is hoping they will be able to do 
centralized arraignments, which would help streamline
the process. “I think a lot of people aren’t aware of the
components for a town justice,” Buczek said. “We don’t
prosecute felonies. We are the initial court. We can do
an arraignment for a felony but we can’t prosecute a
felony.” According to the New York State Magistrates
Association, they exist to “develop better methods 
and desirable improvements in the administration of 
the magistrate’s courts; to promote education and 
interchange of ideas and experiences of magistrates 
to that end; and to promote appropriate legislation 

for these purposes.” Buczek said the town court is the
court closest to the people. “Your town elects you and
that person takes care of your town,” Buczek said.
“They are responsible for the justice in that town. I
don’t think people remember that or are clear on that
as much as they used to be.”

Greene County

The Greene County Magistrates Association held their Annual 
Installation Dinner at the Windham Country Club on May 25th. With
over 30 people in attendance, many court clerks and spouses, the
Greene County Supreme Court Judge Hon. Lisa Fisher swore in the 
officers of the Greene County Magistrates Association. NYSMA 
President Elect Hon. David S. Gideon also attended and took time 
to address the group with information regarding centralized 
arraignment parts.

(left to right) 
Greene County Supreme Court Judge Lisa Fisher, Hon. Joseph Warren,
Town of Coxsackie as secretary; Hon. Connie Pazin, Town of Athens as
Treasurer; Hon. William R. Jacobs, Town of Catskill as President; and
Hon. David Rikard, Town of Prattsville as Vice President
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Clerks (left to right) 
Kim Leggio, Town of Catskill, Kathleen Castanza, 
Town of Cairo, Vincenzina Carl, Town of Athens, 
Marcia Puorro, Town of Athens, Sandra Kiley, Town 
of Catskill, Joan VanDebburgh, Town of Cairo, and 
Lonnie Zajkowski, Village of Catskill

Clerks (left to right) 
NYSMA Executive Director Hon. Tanja Sirago, 
Cairo Town Justice; Joseph Warren, Town of 
Coxsackie; Hon. Connie Pazin, Town of Athens; 
Hon. David Rikard, Town of Prattsville; 
NYSMA President Elect Hon. David S. Gideon; 
Hon. William R. Jacobs, Town of Catskill

The Village of Westbury Justice Court celebrated Law Day on May 1st with a program entitled The 14th Amendment:
Transforming American Democracy. Pictured  (from left) are: Trustee Beaumont Jefferson; Deputy Mayor and Trustee 
Joan Boes; Edward Paltzik, Esq. Erica Dubno, Esq.; Dean Michael Simons of the St. John’s University Law School; C. Evan Ste

Nassau County

Justiec Court Celebrates Law Day

Greene CountyGreene County Magistrates Association 
invited their clerks to attend the Installation
Dinner of new officers. We appreciate our
clerks and give them credit for holding our
courts together. 
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Town of Niagara Justice John Teixeira retiring at
the end of the year

TOWN OF NIAGARA — Town of Niagara Town
Court Justice John Teixeira remembers the first time he
stepped up to the bench as clearly as if it was yesterday.

“I was nervous,” he said. “You go to school (after being
elected a town justice), and then you go out there (into
the courtroom) and your mind goes blank.”

Fortunately, Teixeira said, an experienced court clerk
reminded him what to do first.

“You always advise (defendants) of their rights,” the
judge said with a chuckle. “That was important.”

And it’s remained important throughout Teixeira’s 
almost 40 years on the town court bench. But after a
combined 49 years in law enforcement in his adopted
home town, Teixeira had decided it’s time to step off the
bench, hang up his robe and move into retirement.

He’ll leave the bench for the final time at the end of 2017.

“I don’t know (what it will feel like the last time he
takes off his judicial robe),” he tells a reporter. “I think
I’ll miss it. I’ll call you the next day and let you know.”

It’s been an unlikely journey for a man who was born
in Swoyersville, Pennsylvania, but found himself drawn
to Niagara County and a job with Harrison Radiator.
He spent 27 years as a general foreman in the Process
Engineering Department. 

In 1967, Teixeira began his adventure in law enforcement
when he became a constable, and then a patrolman with
the Town of Niagara Police Department. In 1977, 
Teixeira began what would be the first of 10 campaigns
to be a Niagara Town Court justice.

The man who eventually became known as “Judge Tex”
was elected to his first term. Little did he know that four
decades later, he’d be the longest serving judge in 
Niagara County. 

Asked which of his jobs he liked best, Teixeira didn’t
hesitate a second in replying.

“I like my job as a town justice better (than the job at
Harrison),” he said. “(As a town justice), you have
more of a hands-on feeling. You can see problems and
address problems.”

In his time on the bench, Teixeira says h’s watched the
Town of Niagara grow and change. For example, Military
Road went from a sleepy two-lane thoroughfare to a
four-lane stretch that’s home to a massive mall and
dozens of other businesses.

That growth has also turned the Niagara Town Court
into the busiest justice court in Niagara County. 

As his time on the bench grew, Teixeira said he became
more involved in the New York State Magistrates 
Association. For the past six years, Teixeira has served
on the association’s executive committee. 

Like most professions, Teixeira said town justices liked
to talk about their memorable cases. In particular, he
said, they would often talk about their cases that were
appealed to higher courts and upheld.

But Teixeira says he could always top his colleagues tales.

“You know, they’d talk about their cases going up to the
county (court) and being (upheld),” Teixeira said. “But
I had a case that went before Judge Judy — and she 
upheld my decision.”

As he heads through his final year on the bench, Teixeira
said he has appreciated the opportunity to serve town
residents in what he calls, “a firm, but fair manner.”

Ruling On Retirement
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Town of Niagara Justice John Teixeira is set to retire at
the end of the year. He is currently the longest serving
justice in Niagara County
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Judges are held to high standards of ethics and 
competence in their personal and professional lives,
in which they must make hard decisions nearly

every day. Litigants, lawyers, law students, the press,
and other judges scrutinize their decisions. When
judges are wrong, people condemn them. When judges
are right, people celebrate them. Some judges are mythical
and legendary. All are smart and dynamic. They’re 
responsible, not only for the fate of litigants, but 
also for upholding the public good, due process, equal
justice, and the federal and New York Constitutions.
Being a judge is an honor and privilege beyond measure.
Judicial service ranks among the highest- status jobs and
the most fulfilling ways to serve our country. Judges
possess accoutrements of power – courtrooms, gavels,
robes – and honorifics. Judging is indoor work with no
heavy lifting. 

Perhaps because it’s all those things, judging is demanding.
In their next lives, some judges might prefer to return
as waiters. That way the customer will always be right.
In this life, half a judge’s customers are wrong, and the
judge must look them in the eye and tell them so. 

Judges must act like they know what they’re doing.
They must conform to an image of integrity and wisdom
– the late Judge Joseph A. Wapner comes to mind –
without breaking a sweat, complaining, seeking anything
in return, or expecting (or wanting) a thank you. 
Nothing is easy about doing that day in and day out.
Judging is stressful. Judges must cope with intellectual
and emotional ups and downs. 

Stress
Judicial responsibility comes with pressures. Struggles
take a toll on judges. Judges aren’t immune from 
anxiety, addictions, or mental illness. Stressors, or those
things that cause stress, have impaired some of the most
qualified, skilled, humane, and intelligent jurists. 
New York judges are subject to stressors specific to 
New York, such as budgetary deprivations that have
acutely affected New York courts and presiding over
enormous caseloads that always grow larger. Working
as a judge in New York, a state fueled by stressors, is
difficult for judges to sustain over a span of years. 
Judicial candidates are aware of these pressures before
they take the bench. But the weight of judicial stress is 

impossible to appreciate until judicial service begins.

Lawyers often don’t appreciate, or care about, the
stresses judges face. Nor should they. Lawyers and 
the public are entitled to good, honest judges without
worrying about how a judge’s problems will affect them.
The strain lawyers experience, including getting and
keeping clients, are foreign to judges. But judges are
subject to dynamics different from what lawyers 
experience. A lawyer’s work is often collaborative, with
clients and other lawyers. Trial judges are each stranded
on their own islands. Judges must deal with heightened
oversight: Their decisions are subject to appeal and to
motions for leave to renew and reargue. Lawyers can
complain to their clients, partners, and the judges who
rule against them. To whom can judges talk about their
problems? Too often the answer is no one.

Subordinates, colleagues, and lawyers rarely tell a judge
about a problem the judge is having. If they did, most
judges would be unwilling to unburden themselves for
fear of looking weak and not in control or of being 
reported to the New York State Commission on Judicial
Conduct (CJC), which is responsible for disciplining
judges of the State’s Unified Court System (but not 
support magistrates, court attorneys, referees, administrative
law judges, or New York City Housing Court judges).1

The CJC’s staff prosecutes judges for violating 
the New York Rules Governing Judicial Conduct
(RGJC),2 often called the Rules of Judicial Conduct.
The CJC’s commissioners adjudicate. The judge is the

Judicial Wellness: The Ups & Downs of Sitting
New York Judges Submitted By Gerald Lebovits
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respondent. In 2016, eight judges were admonished,
censured, or removed for violating the rules; four 
more retired or had expired terms while charges were
pending.3 The majority of disciplined judges are 
part-time town or village justices, who comprise about
60 percent of the approximately 3,150 New York State
Unified Court System judges.4 In 2015, for example, 
12 of the 16 judges disciplined were town or village 
justices. Ten of those 12 were non-lawyer judges. 
About 61 percent of town and village justices are 
non-lawyers.5 All other state judges are lawyers. 

Judges can’t confide deep, dark secrets to other judges,
even judge-friends. There’s competition among judges
to get elected and promoted. And the RGJC might 
require a judge to report possible misconduct to a 
supervising or administrative judge or to the CJC.6

Many judges suffer from isolation.7 The burden of 
judicial decision-making is heavy. Judges must make
these decisions alone. Loneliness plagues judges who’re
isolated due to their position in society. After taking the
bench, judges often lose contact with friends, family,
and peers.

Financial hardship has also caused stress. That stress is in
the rear-view mirror, finally, thanks to the extraordinary
efforts of so many, especially the New York State Office
of Court Administration. But until recently, New York
State judicial salaries failed to compensate judges 
adequately to assure that they’d spend their time working
on their cases instead of fretting about their rent or
mortgages.8 For 13 years, until 2015, New York City
Civil Court, Criminal Court, and Housing Court judges
were the lowest-paid judges in America in terms of 
cost of living.9Upstate judge suffered, too. Low judicial
salaries led to divorce, crippling loans, early retirement,
reduced pensions, and “imped[ed] retaining qualified
and experienced judges and attracting the best and
brightest attorneys to the bench.”10

To be a judge is also to gamble with your life. One 
incentive of judicial service is a pension. Judges begin
their judicial careers late and retire late. That makes
judges, almost alone in public service, at risk of losing
the Death Gamble.11 Under New York’s Retirement and
Social Security Law, the beneficiaries of a judge who
dies in office aren’t entitled to the full pension 
benefits a retired judge would have received.12 This
often forces judges to retire prematurely and causes
trauma for loved ones.

The words judges use to render decisions are another
source of stress. Judges must walk a fine line between
writing too much and too little. An increasing trend
would hold judges accountable for opinion writing 
that amounts to “intemperate conduct in court.”13

Judges are legitimized by their words, and “their words
deserve respect only when those who utter them are
ethical.”14 Judges fear that after years of service they’ll
say or write something that in a microsecond might 
destroy otherwise stellar careers.

The high-stakes nature of exercising discretion to 
decide a case is taxing. All judges must decide the fate
of litigants.15 Except when they have some discretion,
judges must render decisions, not according to their 
beliefs, but according to the law. Judges inevitably 
render decisions that contradict their values.

Because judges are subject to public opinion, they must
behave cautiously on and off the bench. A judge’s 
behavior, professionally and socially, is always under
the microscope. They must avoid the appearance of 
impropriety.16 Under the Code of Conduct for United
States Judges and New York’s RGJC, judges must 
always maintain an image of judicial propriety: 
Judges must make sure they don’t “lend the prestige of
judicial office to advance their [personal] interests.”17

Outside the courtroom, judges must conduct their 
extra-judicial activities so as not to “cast reasonable
doubt on the judge’s capacity to act impartially as a
judge [,] . . . detract from the dignity of judicial office[,]
. . . or . . . interfere with the proper performance of 
judicial duties.”18 A momentary lapse in judgment,
even in the form of “[j]okes and offhand remarks,”19

can have catastrophic effects on a judge’s career.

Although stress may lead some judges to say wrong
things, judges often believe themselves forced to say
nothing at all and just take it on the chin. Although
judges are entitled judiciously and temperately to 
rebuke wayward litigants and lawyers, judges often 
decline to confront anyone in the courtroom. Whether
out of concern of being scolded in the press, disciplined
by the CJC, or condemned by bar associations, judges
sometimes feel forced to allow others to get away with
egregious behavior.

Continued on page 40
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Women judges, especially, are no strangers to dealing
with egregious behavior. They face “disrespect in the
courtroom and professional settings.”20 Some lawyers
and litigants reject women judges: “[E]fforts to remove
female judges from a variety of cases [arise] simply 
because they are women.”21 This lack of acceptance
isn’t limited to attorneys and litigants. It extends to the
judiciary itself – colleagues.22 Federal and state judges
are predominantly male.23

Women judges’ isolation is greater than that of their
male counterparts.24 In a study of 500 U.S. judges, 
73 percent of female judges reported incidents of 
compassion fatigue and symptoms of depression versus
54 percent of males.25 Among new judges, women 
experience higher levels of stress than men; “women
continue to have primary family responsibilities [and]
they are more often conflicted with role conflicts.”26

Women judges must also consider family planning and
maternity leave. They must deal with balancing their
careers and families in ways male judges will never 
experience.27 They must deal with the same stresses
male judges do while facing gender bias and warding off
gender-based attacks.

All judges experience feelings that they’re under 
attack. Outside the courtroom, judges are subject to 
criticism, public assaults on their character, and threats.
One popular way to confront judges is anonymously, 
on the internet. Blog posts, social-media networks,
judge-rating websites, and media websites give the 
public a forum to talk and rant about judges. Information
published online is often false. Judges are often portrayed
in an unsavory and inaccurate way. Removing this 
information from the internet is nearly impossible. The
right to have content removed, or taken down, is mainly
reserved for copyright holders under the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act.28 The First Amendment
strongly protects information posted on the internet,
and search engines like Google refuse removal requests
unless accompanied by a court order.29 In an age when
Googling someone is the first thing people do after
meeting someone, having a negative web footprint is
embarrassing, especially for judges, who are constantly
being Googled.

Thanks largely to the internet, threats against judges
are on the rise, as evidenced by many news reports 
detailing electronic threats sent to members of the 
judiciary.30 Threats cause extreme distress for judges.
According to U.S. District Judge and Chair of the

Judicial Conference Committee on Judicial Security
Nancy Atlas, “[t]he Internet and social media are 
having a profound impact on judges’ personal security.”31

Blog posts and social-media platforms have unified 
disgruntled litigants. This has led to a new age of 
“online mob threat.”32 Public figures like judges are
subject to and expect threats because of the visibility of
their roles. Judges give up anonymity when they take
the bench. But with disgruntled litigants and critics
joining forces like never before, the stress and effects 
it can have on members of the judiciary are higher 
than ever.

Aggrieved parties also use the court system to go after
judges. The right to pro se representation is important,
as is the courts’ obligation to give the unrepresented 
access to justice. Too often, though, pro se litigants 
use courtrooms as “battlegrounds to satisfy private,
legally unredressable vendettas.”33 Some file false and
frivolous claims to harass judges. These claims include
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) liens against judges
for alleged financial harm arising from court rulings. In
2014, the New York Legislature made this behavior
punishable as a Class E felony under Penal Law §
175.35. 

Sometimes pro se litigants won’t simply appeal a judge’s
decision. They’ll sue the judge. Pro se litigants don’t 
always know how to handle unfavorable decisions.
Some seek revenge. Fortunately, the State Attorney
General’s Office does a fine job defending judges sued
by aggrieved litigants.34

Because judges must never respond to threats or  
disparaging accusations, judges suffer in silence. Not 
responding to public comments leads to internalized
stress in which stress manifests in the form of physical
conditions or illnesses that impair a judge’s well-being.
Bar associations and the Communications Office of the
New York State Unified Court System are left to stand
up for the judge’s skills and character and for the 
judiciary’s dignity when a judge is unfairly assailed in
the press or by elected officials.35

Aggression against judges isn’t reserved to litigants and
lawyers. Our highest-ranking officials have called into
question the judiciary’s aptitude and neutrality. The
President of the United States recently referred to a 
federal judge as a “so-called judge” and labeled one of

Judicial Wellness Cont…
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his rulings ridiculous.36 Nothing good can come of 
it when the nation’s leader assaults the judiciary’s 
independence, integrity, and competence.

Stress associated with reactions to judges’ rulings
doesn’t end with criticism. Violence plagues judges
across the country. Acts of violence against judges 
have resulted in the murders of judges and their loved
ones. With U.S. court-targeted violence on the rise, the
fear for the safety of judges and their families is real.37

Judges are “more visible, susceptible, and vulnerable
than other public figures” because of their decisions.38

It’s simple for judges to collect enemies. Judges are twice
as likely to be killed when an act of “courtroom 
violence” is committed against them.39 Home security
is given to all federal judges but not state judges.40 

Living in fear of confrontation in the courtroom and in
one’s home affects the judiciary’s well-being.

Judges have an arduous time finding relief from these
threats. The law doesn’t protect judges from a threat 
unless it’s a true threat. The Second Circuit has 
defined a true threat as “a statement that . . . a 
reasonable person hearing or reading the statement 
and familiar with its context would understand it as 
a serious expression of intent to inflict an injury.”41

This leaves New York State judges without recourse to
avert non-violent threats made against them and which
inconvenience their lives. Limiting the scope of threats
in this manner provides a loophole for disgruntled 
litigants and other displeased parties to launch their
mayhem. The courtroom is a public forum where New
York litigants in distress engage in intimidation tactics
like sitting in the front row of a courtroom staring down
a judge when their case isn’t on the calendar.

The issue of security is as vital for judges in New York’s
big cities as it is for judges in New York’s towns and 
villages, where judges are likely to encounter disaffected
litigants whose cases they decided. We are grateful in
New York City to our court officers, whom we call 
New York’s Smartest.

Many threats that would go unaddressed for state
judges are addressed for federal judges. The United
States Marshals Service, Judicial Security Division
(JSD), provides federal judges with protection from
threats.42 Federal judges benefit from offices like 
the Office of Protective Intelligence and the Office 
of Protective Operations, which conduct threat 
assessments and provide protective responses.43 The
Department of Public Safety, headed by the Chief of

Public Safety, oversees the management of judicial
threats in New York State.44New York judges are given
a Judicial Threats phone number, but in an emergency
they should call 911.

New York State judges face challenges different from
those of federal judges. New York judges don’t have a
fraction of the resources available to the federal 
judiciary. Many state courthouses are beautiful and
well-equipped, but too many are less so. In so many 
respects, our state court system has been ravaged by
years of miserly budgets – and crushing caseloads,
slated for reduction under Chief Judge Janet DiFiore’s
Excellence Initiative45 – that have affected New York
State judges’ ability to render timely justice. Also, 
New York State judges must struggle with the anxiety
surrounding reelections and reappointments. Unlike
federal judges, New York State judges don’t have 
lifetime tenure.

Further specific to the stress of New York State judges
is the open-door policy that allows anyone to complain
about judges to supervising and administrative judges.46

Lawyers and litigants are given a forum to submit letters
of protest against judges. Dealing with these complaints
puts supervising and administrative judges in an 
awkward position. These grievances can be one of three
types: those made by psychopathic complainers, by 
parties angling to get a judge to rule for them, or as 
legitimate concerns about judicial efficiency and 
temperament. What are these supervisory judges to do
when they receive these letters? Do they tell their
judges? Do they investigate their colleague’s conduct?
What do they tell the letter-writers?

Some of the biggest recipients of complaints are Family
Court judges and the Supreme Court’s Matrimonial Part
justices. These judges are subject to bitter accusations
from aggrieved husbands, wives, mothers, and fathers. 

Aside from worrying about the behavior of disgruntled
parties, judges must forgo activities important to them,
such as supporting or opposing political candidates. 47

The visibility of judicial service exposes judges’ lives to
the public. No matter how judges conduct themselves,
they can’t hide much or for long. Judges must file a 
financial disclosure statement with the Ethics Commission

Judicial Wellness Cont…
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for the Unified Court System.48 The statement, made
public, includes judges’ income, debts, investments, and
assets and that of their families.49This disclosure comes
as no surprise to those aspiring to the bench, though.
Judges must uphold high standards. Turning over 
information about their lives is also necessary before
judges are elected or appointed. The public is entitled
to know about candidates and not be surprised about
their past. Transparency is expected and required.

The fear of a judge’s issues being exposed acts as a 
roadblock for judges to correct and prevent them. 
When judges don’t address their problems and 
instead internalize stress, they increase the risk of 
negative manifestations and ultimately harm the 
judiciary.50 Justice suffers when a judge suffers 
physically or mentally.51

Manifestations
Accumulating stress and suppressing emotions have
damaging effects on a judge’s cognitive and decision
making skills, especially for the “many difficult 
decisions [that] must be made quickly.”52 Stress 
ineffectively maintained can manifest in a judge’s body,
mind, and actions.

Trial judges who report high levels of stress have 
exhibited effects like frequently arguing, feeling 
easily annoyed, and having temper outbursts, trouble
concentrating, making decisions, recalling simple
things, sleeping, and maintaining an appetite.53

Judges are human. They laugh, cry, get injured, and 
are diagnosed with illnesses that require treatment. Yet
by virtue of their positions, their work must get done.
They have cases to preside over, decisions to make,
deadlines to meet. Staying on top of these obligations
makes judges put their well-being on the back burner.
In extreme situations, judges experience depression,
breakdown, and even suicidal thoughts or actions.
Sometimes judges use negative coping methods like
gambling, drinking, and abusing drugs to deal with
these problems.54 Negative coping is manifested in
judges’ exhibiting “hostile behavior, frequent absences
and inappropriate behavior and moods . . . that 
lead to violations of the code of judicial conduct.”55

Overworked and depressed judges can be slovenly 
in dress, unkempt in appearance, and regularly late to
court and in their decision-making.

Depression is prevalent among lawyers. A recent  study
by the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation and the 
American Bar Association Commission on Lawyer 
Assistance Programs reported significant levels of 
depression, anxiety, and stress among lawyers, “with
28%, 19%, and 23% experiencing mild or higher 
levels of depression, anxiety, and stress, respectively.”56

In a study of 104 professions, lawyers were found to
have the highest rate of depression, “suffering at a rate
four times the general population.”57 The level of 
depression in judges is doubtlessly high as well, given
the judiciary’s unique pressures and isolation. 
Judges might self-medicate with drugs and alcohol to
mitigate the effects of depression.58 These unhealthy
habits can lead to dependencies and diseases that 
cause a decline in cognitive function and contribute to 
judicial impairment.

The effects of stress – disrupting sleep and appetite –
cause weight gain.59 In a 2012 study conducted by 
Harris Interactive for Careerbuilder.com, judges were
found among the top four occupations most likely to 
report weight gain.60 Issues with sleep, exercise, and
diet combined with the sedentary lifestyle of working
from the bench make judges gain weight.

Judges also suffer from compassion fatigue and burnout,
not surprising given the sadness they see and the 
profound decisions they make. Families torn apart, 
catastrophic injuries, whether to send people to jail or
order people treated over objection – those are a 
judge’s bread and butter. Compassion fatigue is “a 
disorder that affects those who do their work well,
specifically encompassing the burnout, and . . . trauma
associated with those in the helping professions who
encounter clients who have undergone trauma.”61

Burnout consists of “a pattern of emotional overload
and subsequent emotional exhaustion.”62

Compassion fatigue and burnout lead to “chronic health
problems, poor job performance, substance abuse and
other forms of self-medication, and impoverished 
relationships.”63 The symptoms of compassion fatigue
“parallel those of posttraumatic stress disorder.”64

These symptoms are far-reaching.65 In a study examining
105 judges representing a cross-section of U.S. urban
and rural centers, 63 percent of judges reported 
experiencing one or more short or long-term compassion-
fatigue symptoms.66
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One way stress might manifest itself in judges is  bullying
from the bench.67 Good jurists can come across as
angry. Stress can cause an occasional temper tantrum
or rude behavior.68 Bullying can be unintentional: A
bad day might cause it.69

A form of bullying is benchslapping – public shaming
in which a judge criticizes lawyers and litigants in 
a judicial opinion for real or imagined misbehavior.
Benchslapping, which can’t be appealed, might violate
a judge’s obligation to be courteous, dignified, patient,
and respectful.

Some judges also suffer from “judge-itis,” or “robeitis”:
An imaginary illness that causes judges to believe
they’re all knowing, all powerful, and better than 
everyone else.70 Often that’s an unfair diagnosis: 
Judge-haters believe that every judge has judge-itis, that
everyone who exercises judgment is judgmental, that
judges lack empathy watching events in the little 
workshops they call their courtrooms. But it’s true 
that once judges embark on their judicial careers,
lawyer-colleagues begin acting more formally. Friends,
neighbors, even relatives “display heightened respect
and deferential behavior.”71

Judges who experience judge-itis become overly 
absorbed in their professional role, lose some of their
former identity, and become unable to “relate as a peer
to most people.”72 The power trip of judge-itis can
build up a judicial façade of infallibility that can trickle
into the courtroom and the judge’s personal life. New
judges are especially susceptible to judge-itis. Culture
shock accompanies the first months after judges are 
appointed or elected. Their once-private life is now 
public. The learning curve’s steep. It’s intimidating.

Suggestions
Judges should integrate stress-management techniques
and activities into their lives. Tackling milder stressors
head-on can prevent long-term adversities like depression
and substance abuse.73According to the lawyers thanked
in the credits to this article, here are some strategies for
judges to reduce stress, promote wellness, and stay away
from the CJC.

Time Outside the Courtroom
Constantly focusing on others’ lives makes judges 
ignore their own. Many judges dedicate insufficient
time to their own feelings. A “chronic disregard of one’s
own feelings negatively affects social, cognitive and

physical wellbeing.” 74 Judges must address their 
physical and psychological wellbeing. Judges who 
suppress their emotions might engage in “a repressive
coping style” like substance abuse, bullying, and other
undesirable practices.75

Time spent outside the courtroom can make for a less
stressful and more productive judicial career. When
judges become overwhelmed or agitated, they should get
up, go for a walk, and drink water. Judges should take
short coffee breaks twice a day, eat a healthful lunch
every day, and enjoy the generous vacations allotted to
them. Judges must decompress and spend time with
loved ones, family, and friends.

For new judges, their time is no longer entirely theirs.
Much of it now belongs to the public. Family and
friends must share their time with the judge, and the
judge must find ways to include them.

Engaging in after-work, extracurricular activities 
can increase the brain’s “plasticity and ultimately 
the quality of work while increasing our resilience to
stressful material.”76 Physical activity, rest, relaxation,
and social activity are among the most useful strategies
to cope with bench-related stress.77

Socializing with other judges will reduce compassion
fatigue, stress, and other judicial challenges. They
should secure a support network of like minded 
individuals who deal with similar issues. Judges should
attend such events as judicial conferences, judge
lunches, judge dinners, and bar association meetings.
Especially important to attend are judicial-education
programs offered by New York’s Judicial Institute and
our state’s judicial associations. These programs satisfy
the state’s Mandatory Continuing Judicial Education
(MCJE) requirements, the judicial equivalent of a lawyer’s
Continuing Legal Education (CLE) requirements.78

Outsiders can empathize with the weight judges carry,
but they’ll never fully appreciate it unless they take 
the bench themselves. Finding a judicial mentor can
provide judges with insight into maintaining a healthy
career. New judges who participate in a mentoring 
program show a statistically significant “reduction in
the stress domains of role overload, role boundary, and
psychological strain.”79 Experienced judges “can act as 

Continued on page 44
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important confidants and help newer judges recognize
and address their stress.”80 Older judges can pass 
down techniques that minimize stress.81 Mentorships
benefit not just mentored judges but their mentors as
well.82 These relationships give experienced judges an
opportunity to give back to the judicial community and
find satisfaction helping other judges.83

Community Involvement
Whether from judge-itis or because of the job’s 
authoritative nature, judges too often feel isolated from
the public. Community events foster a positive relationship
between the judiciary and the public. Judges can 
participate in local school mock trials and law school
moot competitions. Judges can teach, write, and volunteer.

Organize
Judges should create daily routines to make their lives
easier. To decide cases efficiently, judges should invent
shortcuts. Judges can avoid negative thoughts, anxiety,
and depression when they deploy “effective control
strategies . . . and [minimize] mental load.”84   Judges 
can lighten their workloads by delegating work to court
staff. Court attorneys and law clerks will help judges 
research and draft opinions. So long as every word 
in an opinion is the judge’s authentic expression, the
collaborative effort of opinion writing allows judges to
delegate work and still maintain control.85

Judges should address communications like email
quickly to avoid a cluttered, unanswered inbox. When
emailing, they should think twice before sending 
anything possibly harsh or injudicious.

Judges must learn to say no if they already have a lot
on their plate. 

Perfection, as we know, is the enemy of the good. 
Judges shouldn’t overstress drafting perfect decisions.
Efficiently and quickly deciding cases is a priority and
a central metric to being a good judge. Don’t use your
decisions to teach forensic skills or to lecture on social
issues. Just decide the case. And don’t live in fear of 
getting reversed; reversals are healthy in a democracy,
and judges can learn from them.86 As long as an 
opinion decides the motion or case, it needn’t address
every issue. Doing so seems defensive anyway.

But a judge who has made a decision should move 
on to the next case and not look back, wracked by 
what-ifs, should’ve said thats, guilt, and remorse.

Judges should accept their share of work. Judges greatly
appreciate those colleagues who don’t dump cases on
them. Decide the simple things. Clear your workload by
timely issuing decisions on less complicated matters.
Decide motions from the bench without always issuing
written opinions. Sometimes it’s practical to forgo a
written opinion.87 Bench decisions often leave an 
insufficient explanation for the clerk’s office, parties,
the public, other lawyers and judges, and appellate
courts. And forcing a judge to write assures a better 
decision, because writing is thinking at its hardest. 
But when appropriate, bench decisions save time and
effort, and lawyers will appreciate a speedy resolution
without the need to explain delays to their clients.

Judges must control lawyers. Allowing them to carry 
on more than necessary prevents judges from 
maximizing their schedules. The more lawyers talk, 
the less time judges have to address others in the 
courtroom. But don’t prevent lawyers from making 
a record. Lawyers need to preserve their arguments for
clients and for an appeal.

Judges must control their courtrooms. In addition to
handling litigants, lawyers, and other parties, judges
must manage court staff. The actions of court staff 
reflect on their judges.88 Monitoring staff is important
to make sure that they engage in respectful behavior 
and appearance. But treat them well as a team, even 
as family. Judges must have an open and respectful 
dialogue with court staff. Court officers, clerks, 
interpreters, and others can protect their judges and
prevent mistakes. When they’re abused, they can throw
their judge under a bus.

Do Homework
Judges should study and adhere to ethics opinions 
issued by the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics,
currently co-chaired by retired Second Department 
Justice George D. Marlow and Justice Margaret T. Walsh,
an Albany County Family Court judge and acting
Supreme Court justice.89 Its opinions are easily 
accessible through the nycourts.gov website, where
judges can search for specific issues. Judiciary Law 
Article 7-A provides that judges’ actions taken in 
accordance with findings or recommendations from 
Advisory Committee opinions are presumed proper 
for the purpose of a CJC staff investigation.90 Judges
should also submit their own ethics questions to the 
Advisory Committee to clarify concerns.91
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Adhering to the New York State Standards of Civility
(NYSSC) will help judges. The NYSSC set forth 
“principles of civility and decorum” for judges, 
court personnel, and lawyers.92 These guidelines are 
aspirational reminders for judges about how they
should conduct themselves in court and with lawyers,
parties, and witnesses. The NYSSC has seven recom-
mendations specific to judges regarding demeanor, con-
sideration of others, punctuality, promptness, and best
efforts to ensure courtroom civility.93

Judges who know the law are less stressed than those
who don’t. It’s understandable for judges to take extra
time to learn new information when deciding a case. It’s
hard for judges to admit they don’t know an area of law.
The sooner they accept the need to brush up on or learn
new material, the easier it’ll be to decide the case and
maybe figure out a way to help the litigants settle and
thus bring justice to them. New judges, in particular,
must do their homework, learn the material, and confer
with court staff and peers on complicated matters.94

Avoid Controversy
Judges should avoid and rise above controversy. They
must maintain courteous behavior at all times toward
court staff, colleagues, litigants, and the general 
public. Judges should stay out of infighting between
other judges and never pick fights with colleagues or 
supervising or administrative judges.

Opinion-writing should be all business. Avoid humor,
puns, satire, embellishments, personal asides, and 
attacks.95 Neither judging nor judges are funny.

Stay out of political drama. Avoid political activity un-
less it’s for your own campaign for elected office.96

Avoid debating religion and politics on or off the bench. 

Judges may never use their status to secure preferential
treatment in personal matters. Don’t show your 
judicial identification to a police officer who has pulled
you over or otherwise ever ask for special consideration.

One adjustment new judges undergo is dealing with
their family and friends. They’ll act differently; they’ll
expect undeliverable things from you. The RGJC’s 
professional requirements offer guidance on how to 
behave with family and friends.97

Judges must be prepared to recuse themselves in
accordance with the RGJC. They must be prepared 
to lose friends for not using judicial power for their 
benefit. They must be prepared to lose friends for many
reasons. Or, worse, for no reason.

Uphold the Judicial Image
Judges are less on a pedestal than they are on display.
People always stare at a judge on the bench. The higher
judges ascend in their careers, the more exacting 
become the standards required of them. The appearance
of judges, regardless of their skill, will dictate how the
public perceives them. Keep inappropriate behavior off
the bench.

Professionalism and civility come from the bench,
which is seen as the face of the legal system. Don’t 
scold or lecture people from the bench. To avoid saying
the wrong words while on the bench, judges should
speak one third slower and filter their thoughts. When
things get stressful, take a deep yoga breath, in and out
through the nose. Nasal breathing allows you to take a
quick moment, catch your breath, and do so without
opening your mouth for the whole courtroom to see and
hear. Avoid eye contact with those in the courtroom
who aren’t speaking. Never go mano a mano with
lawyers or litigants. Keep good posture on the bench.
Don’t eat or chew gum on the bench. Regardless what
kind of day you’re having, keep a serious but kind
judge-like face about you.

Outside the courtroom, too, judges must conduct 
themselves as though the whole world is watching. 
Remember that you’re a judge everywhere – from your
chambers to an unfamiliar street.98

Don’t discuss cases or decisions outside work. The
repercussions can be catastrophic. You might want to
share with people the important, exciting work you’re
doing, but doing so might violate the RGJC.97

The judicial image shouldn’t be confused with robeitis.
Maintain a level head and avoid believing that people
treat you differently “because you are especially 
brilliant or you are a special person.”100 Stay humble:
Just because people call you Your Honor doesn’t mean
you shouldn’t wash the dishes and discard the trash.
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Be Safe
Maintaining a low profile is important for judges 
concerned about their safety. Judges should refrain from
revealing themselves unless there’s a reason to do so. If
someone cuts you off in traffic or picks a fight with you,
don’t reveal your status. Judges should forgo judicial
privileges such as special judicial license plates, experts
say. Though convenient, these symbols allow people to
identify you as a judge.

Something I neither encourage nor discourage, but 
mention for information only, is that under New 
York Penal Law § 400.00(2)(d), certain New York
judges are specially eligible to get a license to carry a
concealed pistol.

Maintain a Healthy Regimen
Physical fitness, diet, and strong, supportive social 
networks outside work will keep mental health 
on track.101 Studies have shown that “intervening 
psychosocial variables, such as hardiness, Type A 
and Type B personality styles, sense of humor, social
support . . . and coping” help moderate stress.102 Find
healthy ways to cope with your stress.

Regular exercise increases a judge’s ability to perform
at optimal levels, think better, and build immunity 
to disease and illness.103 Increasing overall health, 
exercise has a direct stress-busting benefit.104 Exercise
can be accomplished through competitive sports 
like basketball or more relaxing practices like yoga. 
Before beginning an exercise program, judges 
should take a fitness test, consult a physician, and get 
medical clearance.105

Judges with a history of physical activity are ideal 
candidates for high-intensity interval training (HIIT).106
HIIT involves quick bursts of intense work periods that
allow for a full workout in 20 minutes. 107 HIIT isn’t
suitable for judges with a history of coronary disease,
smoking, hypertension, diabetes, abnormal cholesterol
levels, and obesity.108 But all judges will benefit from a
well-rounded physical activity program comprised of
aerobic exercise and strength-training exercise of 
moderate intensity for 30 minutes, five days a week.109
To stay engaged, alter your routine every few weeks.
Enjoy your workout, not just for its stress-busting benefits,
but also for the time it gives you to focus on yourself.

Exposure to stress can alter the metabolic and behavioral
state of humans and have detrimental effects on diet
and well-being.110 A “true causal  association [exists]

between diet quality and depression.”111 As a result of
heavy caseloads and the demanding nature of being a
judge, judges tend to skip meals, overeat, or develop
other unsavory dietary habits. These habits are an easily
maintainable aspect of a judge’s daily routine. Maintaining
a healthy diet is crucial in controlling stress levels.
Healthful eating can be a “preventi[ve] strategy” 
and provide a “therapeutic strategy for those with 
existing depression.”112

Stress is better dealt with when people eat a variety of
healthful foods.113 Comfort food can “diminish 
the contribution of life stress to . . . stress-related 
disorders.”114 Eat at intervals during the day by 
having a snack containing sucrose, which assists stress
relief.115 Bring a stash of fruit, dark chocolate, and other
sucrose-laden snacks to chambers.

Confront Issues
It’s difficult for judges to hide impairments. Judges 
are visible in court and through their writing. Their 
decisions have an impact, and making the wrong 
decision will hurt people. Instead of avoiding subjects
and making excuses, judges should acknowledge their
symptoms.116 Judges must have the strength, courage,
and conviction to get help when they need it. Getting
help is necessary to protect themselves and the public.
To seek help, judges must accept that they’re humans
before they’re judges.

Rely on Assistance Programs
Judges needn’t handle bench stress on their own. Judges
should seek outside assistance. New York is fortunate
to have the Judges’ Assistance Program (JAP) under the
Lawyer Assistance Program (LAP) of the New York
State Bar Association Judicial Wellness Committee. This
committee, chaired by the Hon. Karen Peters, Presiding
Justice, Appellate Division, Third Judicial Department,
is made up of judges who assist judges with stress-
related concerns.117 The Committee formulates and 
recommends policies and procedures to help judges 
deal with problems like alcoholism, gambling, drug
abuse, stress, and depression.118 Under Judiciary Law
§ 857, communications between judges and judicial 
assistance committees, with carefully tailored exceptions
to protect the public interest, are confidential.119 To 
access JAP, judges must contact a helpline at 1(800)
255-0569. 

In addition to or instead of the New York-specific 
Committee helpline, judges may call the American Bar
Association’s national hotline for judges with mental
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health and addiction problems.120 This hotline is 
confidential and pairs judges with local resources and
peer support judges who’ve been through similar issues.

Assistance programs like JAP make it easier for judges
and their families, staffs, and the public to come to
terms with human imperfections. It’s long gone 
unrecognized that judges “face the same challenges to
their physical, mental and emotional health as do other
members of society.”121 When not addressed, issues
with physical, mental, and emotional health might 
result in judicial misconduct. Seeking confidential 
assistance helps judges avoid behavior that may lead 
to sanctions.

The Judicial Wellness Committee has the resources to
help. According to Paul Curtin, an Office of Court 
Administration Special Projects Coordinator who works
with the Judicial Wellness Committee, 13 judges in 
recovery from chemical dependence are available to
travel throughout the state to assist judges with 
similar dependencies.

The Judicial Wellness Committee also organizes 12-Step
meetings. Some want to end the confidentiality of 
Judicial Wellness Committee communications with
judges. But the Committee is one of the few platforms
judges have to get help. Take confidentiality away, and
a judge needing help might have nowhere to turn.122

Complaints Against Judges
The CJC holds hearings in secret to protect judges from
embarrassment.123 The 11-member CJC and its staff
would like to change the law regarding confidentiality
of disciplinary proceedings and enact a public-proceedings
law “to open the Commission’s proceedings to the 
public.”124 Although the CJC might be better perceived
if its work were more transparent, keeping proceedings
confidential allows innocent judges to keep their 
reputations intact and prevents unfair allegations from
tarnishing the judiciary as a whole.

Because of the nature of the job – in which judges are
expected to portray an image of calm and control –
judges are slow to seek help. Doing so signifies they’re
no longer calm or in control. Judges against whom com-
plaints are filed should consult an affordable attorney
right away. Judges are uniquely unqualified to address
their own complaints against them. Judges should be
honest with their attorneys. Just as judges are reluctant
to tell others about their stresses, they’ll often hide 
problems from their attorney.

When the CJC addresses a complaint, it might, in 
less serious cases of possible misconduct, consider 
judicial stresses as a mitigating factor. Apt stressors 
include having an ill child, spouse, or parent. The 
Commission may consider stress when it determines
whether to go forward with a complaint or when it 
decides what type of sanction to impose on a judge.
Judges too embarrassed to admit things to their lawyers
and the Commission will be unable to avail themselves
of all possible defenses.

Stresses may offer more than mitigation. Judges should
raise all defenses they have. A judge who engages in 
introspection, contrition, and meaningful steps like
therapy and treatment to prevent complained-of 
incidents might see a Commission that decides not to
go forward with charges. As a former CJC commissioner
recently explained, “[j]udges who can project a serious
commitment to duty, a capacity not to re-offend and
who admit their errors and apologize may be treated 
leniently and even, in a close case, avoid removal.”125

That said, the goal of judicial discipline is not to 
punish judges but to protect the public.126 The 
Court of Appeals in In re Restaino articulated a 
standard of behavior higher for judges than for 
non-judges.127 The Court also found that stressors offer
no defense to judges in serious instances of misconduct
and that the gravity of proven wrongdoing is “[o]f 
ultimate importance” in calculating fitness.128

Conclusion
Judicial service isn’t for the faint of heart. But for those
with the stomach for it, the virtues of judicial service
vastly exceed and easily justify the sacrifice necessary
to be a good judge these days. Judicial service is like
joining hands with our maker to bring justice for 
victims and peace to our neighbors. Judges have but
three masters: the public, the law, and their conscience.
If you must have three masters, those seem like pretty
good ones.

A judicial career is privileged; it should bring joy 
to judges. Judges whose stresses threaten to stop them
from that enjoyment should get help from the New York
State Bar Association. Its wellness program can avert
judicial misconduct and sanctions – and also be a life –
and career-saver.
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And let’s hope that our Judicial Branch, our Legislative
Branch, and our Executive Branch will always 
work together to ensure that our judges – those tasked
in New York with assuring the independent and true
administration of justice – have the tools to administer
that justice for the public they serve. 
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What happens when the District Attorney requests a
Ventimiglia Hearing to obtain a pre-trial ruling in
the introduction of the Defendant’s prior bad acts

pursuant to Molineux? There have been volumes written on
this issue, but Tilney’s TIDBITS will attempt to synopsize the
Rule in a few pages. The following is taken from People vs.
Rhinehart, 12 Misc.3d 1188(A) 824 NYSD2d 765 (2006).

A prime directive of the Anglo-American criminal justice 
system is that all efforts ought to strive to arrive at an objectively
accurate resolution of factual dispute underlying in every trial.
People v. Alvina, 71 N.Y.2d 233, 241, 525 N.Y.S.2d 7, 11-12
(1987) and People v. Lewis, 69 N.Y.2d 321, 325, 514 N.Y.S.2d
205, 207 (1987). This directive led to a general rule of the law
of evidence; namely, that all relevant evidence is admissible
and all irrelevant evidence is inadmissible. The system has 
tinkered with two aspects of this rule in order to fine-tune the
validity of trial results. Case law has addressed the proper
meaning of various definitions (what is “truth”, what is 
“relevancy”, and the like). It has addressed various policy 
issues, in an attempt to arrive at what is “fair” (that is, what
should or should not be in order to promote some perceived
public policy goal deemed meritorious).

One such policy goal (really an exception to the general rule
admitting all relevant evidence) is the prohibition against the
prosecution introducing the prior uncharged criminal and
other bad acts of the defendant in their direct case merely to
prove predisposition to commit crime. People v. Molineux, 168
N.Y. 264, 291-2,61 N.E. (1901); People v. Allweiss, 48 N.Y. 2d
40, 46-7, 421 N.Y.S. 2d 341, 344 (1979) distinguished on other
grounds at People v. Mateo 93 N.Y. 2d 327 (1999); and People
v. Ventimiglia, 52 N.Y 2d 350, 359, 438 N.Y.S 2d 261, 264
(1981). The nature of the inference to be avoided is that the
defendant has done bad things; therefore he is a bad man and
is “characterologically” prone to have done other bad things,
including the offense with which he is charged. People v.
Alvino, 122 A.D.2d 666. 671-2, 505 N.Y.S. 2d 868, 871-2 (1st
Dept. 1986) [dissenting opinion] reversed on other grounds at
71 N.Y.2d 233. It is not that a man’s character is irrelevant to
his conduct. Rather, evidence of character may seem to prove
too much, its admission raises the possibility that a defendant
will be convicted not because he is proven beyond a reasonable
doubt to have committed the crime charged, but because his
history generally shows him to be a bad sort deserving of moral
condemnation and punishment. The rule excluding evidence
of  uncharged crimes is based upon the human tendency more
readily to believe in guilt of an accused person when it is
known or suspected that he has previously committed a similar

crime. It is a rule intended to eliminate the danger that a jury
may convict to punish the person portrayed by the evidence
before them though not convicted beyond a reasonable doubt
of his guilt of the crime of which he is charged. it is to protect
the defendant against a conviction rooted in broad prejudice
as opposed to proof of the particular illegally involved that the
rule exists. People v. Fiore, 34 N.Y. 2d 81, 84, 366 N.Y.S. 2d 38,
41 (1974); People v. Cook, 42 N.Y.2d 204, 397 N.Y.S. 2d 697,
699 (1977); People v. Sudler, 100A.D. 2d 915, 474 N.Y.S. 2d
575, 576-7 (2nd Dept. 1984); People v. Lewis, 69 N.Y. 2d 321,
325 514 N.Y.S. 2d 205, 207 (1987); and People v. Gautier, 148
A.D. 2d 280, 284, 544 N.Y.S. 2d 821, 823 (1st Dept. 1989).

Notwithstanding the rule’s importance, it admits of exceptions.
These are allowed where, on balance, the probative value of 
the evidence of prior misconduct outweighs the potential for
prejudice. The rule is not in the main to assure relevancy, but
to prevent prejudice. The operation of the rule assumes some
degree of relevancy, otherwise the evidence would be excluded
on relevancy grounds alone. It follows that, to be admitted, 
evidence of a defendant’s prior bad activity must be  more than
simply relevant or probative. It  must be relevant in some 
specific way, it must be necessary, it must relate to an issue 
actually contested in the trial, and it must not be unfairly 
prejudicial. Alvino (1986), supra, at 672/873.

The court should not permit the admission of other crimes
until it has ascertained that the evidence tends logically and
by reasonable inference to prove the issue upon which it 
is offered, that it is offered on an issue material to the 
prosecution’s case, and is not merely cumulative (i.e., that it
is necessary). Ventimiglia, supra, at 360/264.

Because there is a special risk of prejudice attaching to prior
uncharged crimes evidence, where its admission is not 
necessary to the People’s proof, it should be excluded, since its
probative value is by hypothesis slight when compared with
the possibility for prejudice.

It is incumbent upon the proponent of the evidence to establish
to the court’s satisfaction that the evidence of uncharged
crimes is relevant, necessary, and affecting an element truly
in issue in the trial. Even should these three preliminary 
requirements be satisfactorily demonstrated, the court must
then take the further step of weighing the balance between the
probative value of such evidence against the risk of undue 
prejudice to the defendant.  Only if the court determines that
balance to be appropriately tipped in favor of the probative
value of the evidence may it be admitted.
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Quiz of the Month Submitted By Hon. Richard M. Parker

1    Landmark case which has shaken up the handling of 
arraignments in NY by requiring an attorney at 
arraignment. (2 words)

2    The move-over act bears the names of the two police 
officers killed in the line of duty. (2 words)

3    Hearing required under the prompt suspension law.

4    Warning(s) which judges use to advise a defendant of the
consequences of failing to return for trial or sentencing.

5    The child Passenger Act is named after this 11 year old girl
who was killed while riding in a car being driven by a
woman who was under the influence of alcohol.

6    Despite his death, we will remember this man every 
time we pick up one of the sentencing manuals which 
he compiled.

7    Teacher, mentor and author whose name given to the 
Magistrate of the Year given by NYSMA.

8    Author of “Handling of DWI case in New York”, this 
capital district attorney is highly respected by justices and
judges throughout the state.

        
9    The Court of Appeals created a sliding scale “gradation of

permissible police conduct” to be used when confronting
individuals on the street.

10  What civil legal services for the poor is commonly referred
to as. (2 words).

Answers on Page 33

SO MANY NAMES  (The first letter of every answer is circled)

T G E R S T E N Z A N G M M S
K J N Q T J D M B P B T Y E M
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N N D L R X M J R N N R R B W
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NEW YORK SAFETY PROGRAM
NYSP

Point and Insurance Reduction Program
If you take the NYSP’s DMV-approved Point and Insurance Reduction Program (PIRP) course,
you can reduce your point total by four points AND save 10% on your automobile liability and
collision insurance premiums. Take the course online: available 24 hours / 7 days a week / 
365 days a year. I you have no points, you still get the insurance discount – it’s the law!

NYSP provides feedback to the court!

For years NYSP has provided information regarding violator
participation in the classroom. This feedback is provided at 
no cost to municipalities. For more information on how to
enroll in NYSP’s Court Referral Program contact us and start
to participate now!

Proof of effectiveness
65% fewer violations - 35% fewer accidents

as a result of taking the NYSP 6 Hour driver improvement course

How to enroll?

Classroom info call 718-748-5252
Or go to www.NYSP.com

Online course go to www.NYSPonline.com



Leaders in Service & Training since 1974

The National Traffic Safety Institute not only offers the NY DMV approved 6-hour defensive
driving/traffic safety course, we also provide effective and cost efficient educational solutions to courts,
probation departments and individuals.

Court Diversion – Awareness Programs
Our programs/workshops can be used as a sentencing alterative or court avoidance tool. In 
addition employers can use our training materials as a valuable in-house employee training and 
development program.

6 Hour Defensive Driving Classes
(Available online or classroom)

NTSI’s New York Defensive Driving course contains the most current information on defensive driving, 
traffic laws, collision avoidance, and the affects of alcohol and drugs on drivers. NTSI is a DMV-licensed 
Sponsoring agency approved since 1979.  Attendees can receive 10% on liability insurance, reduce up
to 4 points on their license (if applicable) and certificate is good for 3 years.

For more information visit our website WWW.NTSI.COM or contact us at
1.800.733.6874, email at ntsine@ntsi.com or fax us at 718.720.7021

201 Edward Curry Avenue, Suite 206, Staten Island, NY 10314

Theft/Consumer Awareness Workshop (Adults & Youth):
Instructor led 4-6-8 hour class. Completion certificate available

Anger Awareness Workshop Level 1 (Adults & Youth):
Instructor led 6-8-16 hour class. Completion certificate available

Alcohol/Drug Awareness Education Program (Adults Only):
Focus: Important information on alcohol and other drugs. 
Instructor led 8 hour class. Completion certificate available

Civic Responsibility Life Skills Program (Adults Only):
Focus: Personal Choices; Values; Action Planning & more 
Instructor led 6 hour workshop. Completion certificate available

Youth Success Workshop (Youth Only):
Focus: Peer Pressure, Self-Image, Goal Planning & more
Instructor led 4 hour workshop. Completion certificate available
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